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1963 ,!"#$%& ,'&–$%& (")*#)+ (,$- :,#'. ;!"#$%& +&'-

View of Ofakim; in the background:    Of-Ar textile factory, 1963
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1963 ,!"#$%&. /01+ !2". "3$( 2"0%+"+ 2%34%*+ "0"#$ !, !"/01 !"(%,

Newly arrived immigrants with Jewish Agency o!cials in front of their new home in Ofakim, 1963
1963 ,!"#$%& ,+""3.. '%"0 2%0"1"

New housing under construction, Ofakim, 1963
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1963 ,!"(,%$ 330 #"*,-+ ,!"#$%&. '&–$%& +5"'&+% +""%%)+ (,$-( +*"34+

Entrance to the Of-Ar spinning and weaving factory in Ofakim, employing 330 workers, 1963
1963 ,!"#$%& ,'&–$%& (,$- (/ +5"'&+ !12-. !""34- !"(%3

Mechanical looms at the weaving compound of the Of-Ar factory, Ofakim, 1963
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1975 ,!"#$%& ,'&–$%& (,$- ,+""%%)+ 2%3%4- 0"( '3("- 6%'+& '%7""+ *03+-

Production engineer Aharon Milner at the spinning machines, Of-Ar factory, Ofakim, 1975
1963 ,!"#$%& ,'&–$%& (")*#)+ (,$-. 20.%, )0%& 6%."&

Yvonne Odette working in the Of-Ar textile factory, Ofakim, 1963
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1981 ,!"0.%, 150 "'%)"$% !"#$%&. (")*#)+ (,$- (/ %2'"5* 053 !"(/%'". +(/--+ "0'/- "3$( !"3"5$- '&–$%& "0.%,

 Of-Ar workers demonstrating in front of the government o!ces in Jerusalem against the closing of the
textile factory in Ofakim and the discharge of 150 workers, 1981
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 2"-%&(–2"0%+"+ 2%+9+ 6". 12-( +.%/2 %,"7+ +/,-(% ,!"-%&(–+7%1 6$%&. %(%4 6%4"2+

 +3%/. .”"3,34”. ”"'.,” !$"(1+. ,*(4&( %/#". %2%&/ "/--+ .1'-+ 6".( 2/012-+

 2-1(-.  +2'%+/  2"/--+  +.'%1+  (,  %1*$  !+-  !".'/  ,”!"/01  !"#$%&”  "3-&-

 "./%"( ;2%/-+ "$")"4'& '., '""7( %/#".% #.&-( !2,0 2& %323 ”!"3,34”+ ,1”/2

 +0'$++ (, %+/4"& '.52+( '/$&2/ ,+#%-, '&.- !"- .%&/( %*"3 !+ .!(%4 >'&+

.2%'"2* 6". 2./""-+ 2%+9. :%-22% 2"-%&(+ +'05+. +4%'4+

 +""(0 ,.%&. +&(,+ 2#91. ,'&/+ 6". ,!+ 6%00 (/ %")'*. +"*#)% 6 % "7 ""%-"0 !5

 !""3&5$  ),-4+  6.'%#+  ""%-"0  :&  ,"0%+"–"'.,+  !"$")"4'&+  !(%,  (/  !"#-,-+  "--

 %"2%0%.,  .”"3,34”+  )3-")3*+  2&  !5  2,0+  (,  !"(,-  2%-0#%-+  %"2%0%.,-  2%.'.

 %9/ "$4 ,”2"(&"'”+ 2%&"7-( 2%.'#2+ (/ :(+- 2%3-*- ,2&9 2-%,( ,6%00 (/ 2%"14%3+

 !""4”32–)*%$+ 2"/&'. 2%9%1- 2& /)%3 6%00 9.+1%39+% 2"(&"'$"'$+ %'",. 2$#2/-

.")"(%$+% "2("+#+ ,"'%)*"++ (& ")./+% "2"-+- ,+%%++ (& '.,+- ,3%
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/ " /  +-

  :(+- 2%%2- 6%00 (/ 2%"14%3+ %"2%0%., :”+"+/ +-”- '2%" %"/4, .%/1 ”/"/ +-” ,((44

 "-"0#2-  !".&%/+  !"")&%$–%2"-  !""%-"0  (/  ")-'0  !(%,-  '.,-  %'#",/  ,"2%12$2+

 +.%'#+ +"'%)*"+. .&4–0, 14%$-% '"/" ).- (&% '.* 2'%-1 2"2%91 +$/ (& ,'.,+

 "(-'%$+ 12-+ 2&% ,(!"#$%&) "/1%-+ ”2".”. 0#-2- 6%00 !%"4 .2"%%/4,+ +#")"(%$.%

 6""$&/)  !""1+%  +,%32+  '*1  ,"#$%&+  '.0-+  ;%3  6".(  2"43&  !2,%32/  !""%-"0  6".

 !"'7'7#+ !")'*+ 2'0* .!"")'#3%# !").- (/ !"7.#-. '"-- &%+ ,( 6 % "7 %-4 2%'"7"

 %"+ %("&4 ,!"-""'$ ",)#-. 2") =& 2%33%.2+- 2.4'%- (2009) !"#$%& (/ !")3-5'$

 (/ !"0.%,- 2%0/ :!""-(%5 !"'-%1 +9 07( +9 1"3- 6%00 .!+"(, 2'.%, 6",+/ '%"7 "#(1

 !"3*1-% !"(,$- ,!"#$%&( >%1- !"1%2$+ !"1)/. !",%'+ 6&7 "'0, ,+.".*+ "7%."#

 (/  !"-2%"-+%  !"/%)3+  !"((1+  ,+""/,2+  '%9&.  2,*%3  2"3%4-  6%(1(  0,.-  !"&'3+

 ,2%-0%#+ 2%0%.,. !5 %143 +(& (4 .%( :%-*+ ”!".1'-” ,%3(%#+ 2". (/% '&–$%& (,$-

 ,!"-%'", ,!2%& +&%' 6",+/ "$4 !"'&/3 &(& "$")"4'& ;%34 0%, !"3-%*- !+ 6"& 2,4 :&

 ,(!".'%,  ,!"*%*  ,!"&%0.)  +3/-  "'""0  "0".  2%/(%$-  2%.'%1  ,!"2-  !"(,$-  ,!"#.%&-

 ,!"&$' '",4 2'"")7- !"#$%& .!0+ (, +5"51( %& 23-09- 2%))%/( /%-"/ !+. !"/%,+

 2& +*4-+ /".4,+ "'%# 24"-/. !""1 1"$+( '/$&/ +-03 ,5'( .24(- +. '7, 6-9+/

 :& — (1989 , %* "0'$  +-3"*) +'%)3'%) +$9%'5 (/ "5()*%3+ %1*%3. "(%& ,,%3(%#+ ;%5

 ,%3(%#+ 2". 2%2(0 ,21–+ +&-+ 2"/&' (/ (&'/". .%3"3$ (, +'+- 0, 21$%) 2%&"7-+

 10.0,( +&'34 %(,33 '",. 0"1"+

 %")'*-  '4%-+  ,"."*$  ),-4+  ,")&+  ,++/%-+  ).-+  6&4  '""2/-  2"3'%7  +3"1.-

 *%2&$  2&(-  +$%32.%  +"$'5%&"'%4.  +9+  #" ='+  2&  6%00  &("-  !//  &(&  ;!"3%/&'+

 !".'73+  ,!""9%"03'5+  +"/%.(-%  >.#(&  2"3%'  2"3#1/+  (/  +2%-0.  ,!"3$%  ;%5  (/

 2%.'  !"-,$  ,+1%#$  2'&/3  +-(7-+  6",  %"/4,  %("&%  —  '#,+  '.0-+  ,#'  (,  6",.

 ,+(.# (/ +,%32 6&4 /" .+-%12( *343/ +-. +"(&- %-4 2&(-2-% ,,#'#( 0%&- :%-*.

 2&  6+%  +-(7-.  2)(#3+  2"/%3&+  2%14%3+  2&  6+  !7-7-  6%00  '/&4  ,+(4+%  +-(/+

 2%'*-2+(  1)/+  2&  6"4+/  '1&(  ,++%.  %&  #"'  ).-(  '*-2-%  "&-.4  %(/–%2%14%3

 +9+ ).-+ .(!""'$+ .1%' ,+-(7-+ !%#"-) 2%"*"*. 2%)(1+ (/ 2"(-"3"- 2'5*-. 2&9+

 0,2( 2%/"13- ”#"'” !/( ,"5- :& ,!"%*-+ '2&( %& %&/%-( *1". %-%#"-( !3-& ,0%-

 *%2&$+ !%#-. .+/0,. )(#"+(% — &( %& — /1'2+( ”/"/ +-”( '"2%-% "$"7$* %+/-

.+'"/"+ 2"'-%1+ 2%&"7-+ (/ '.0–!%/ ),-4+ 2& ,64 !& ,!"(.#- %313& +-'0+%

 /5%- ,/-/+ 24%- +-0&+ "($# 6". '22*-+ *%2"- %& .%&. 2"(,%-+ +"9+ !%#-.

 2%.%9,(  +-%0.  .+'#%  2#2%3-  ,2"$'5%$%)  +'"#1  (/  +$/.  "&%'"+  0%,  %3"&/  ;%3  %3(

 '$2+  .1'-  2&  %3'%.,  04%(  6%00  ,"3'%$"(#+  (Baltz)  >(&.  *"&%(  (/  (&+  2%1%4/

 #'%* (/ &7--4 ,+,.+ 2'*1 ),-4 ,23%%4- +#")2*&–")3&. 2%./""2+( 6%-"/"+ 6"./

 ."2,0%2

 

' 5 $ .  ).-

 !"9=,  ,2%2-  !"/.4)  2%3.'%#%  !"'5$  (/  2%"(-*.  ;%)/  6%00  (/  !0#%-+  %20%.,  ;%5

 ,6%'"-) ,.). 61(%$ "'2&. ,%(/–%$%5 (, 05.4 /.(3+ '/. (/ !""%-"0. ,(!"(""& "/&'%

 (%2%-0 "3.%) 6-&+ (/ +9 &%+ "3&+ '/&4 ,!""31(%$–%-4 !"".")-'%$'$ !".7-. ,(2$7

 "(44 6%00 (/ %20%., 2& +5"7- %94 2"3/'$ +&"'# ."0"-2 '94 ,,#%-% ''%* 6.4 ,6.'%#4

 (%+/-  %&  ,%+/"-  6,-()  6.'%#  2&(,+  "'+/  ,2%%-+%  !""1+  (%.5.  2%,-/-  /%$"1  (/

 '%/"-.  !5  .2")'$–2"-%"#  %&  ,2".")#(%#–2")./  ,2"2"-  —  ”2%,-/-”  2%%-(  +3#-

 /%)3+  (,$-+  2%-0.  "/--  '5$(  !"'5$  ""%-"0-  '.,-+  ,2"$'5%3%#"&  +&"'#  (/  +9

 .2"2'.1+ +'" <$*+ (/ +"(&"'+ (& 2"2"-+ +'"9+ 6- +,%32. :%'4 . <'1+ ,%3(%#+ 2".%

 (,$-+ 2$%5 %-4/ ,+"2%3.% +"3.% ,+-7, !"#$%& &%+ !-0- ,7$4 '.0-. ()%-+ 6.'%#+

 ("4/+ &( "(&'/"+ 2%./""2++ (,$-/ "1'9&+ ;%5+ %+9 ./-/. .#'"+( %/)33 . <'1+

 (, 551/ ,"*%'+ !9"(&"'–%'#3+ 2& 2,0+ (, +(,- 2''%$2-+ %2"'1&% ,.53. 1"-7+(

 %-4 ,6%00 (/ !"3%'1&+ %")'*. !"'5$+ 11.2,)'#-+ 2")"".%*+ +3%4-+ (/ 6%%3-+ +$%5

 24/-2-  2%0,4  '&–$%&  (,$-  2.'%1  —  +"(4  !"3-*-  ,!"")*"(&"'–%'#3+  !")'*.

 #$2*- &( 6%00/ &(& ..53+ .%/"" 6%91 (/ !5 &(& '",4 !"#$%& (/ #' &( ,6%(/"4(

 (/ &7%"–(,%$ ,/01 #$%&( 12$ 12%$ &%+ "14%3+ %"2%0%., '%91-. .'5$+ (, +,.7+.

 .+("+#+ (/ %"/4,%–6&4( '.,-+
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 6.%-. '.0- ,!"-(%,% 6 % "7 !")'*+ (/ (,+–"%-"0 +"+ +,"0"+ &”+. '.0-+ !&

 (& &7%"% 6%00 ./ +3-- .2,4 %2%& +$"(1-/ &"+ '",+ !"#$%& "9& — "9"$&)-+% "(-*+

 ,.'& (, 64%'+ ;%5+% !"(""&+ "'5$ .+. 0%.,(% +. 63%.2+( "04 '9%1 &%+ +"(&% ,'.0-+

 !"$(1%-  ,2"4"32+  !"&)1+  '",  ,!%0*  ,#'  (,  '.0-+  2-0&.  /($2-%  +0/+  2""14

 .2".( %4$%+( /#.-% ")"(%$–"2'.1 :(+-. !%"+ *""$2- 6%00 %2"&/ ,"2""/,2+ '5$.

 !').  ,"3%"7+  )#"%'$+  1)/.  '"2%+/  2")'#3%#+  +'"",(  '9%1  &%+  .5/3+  2%9%1--

.'%-5 *%2"- +/,"2% %3"2%,.7& 6".- 0,( )-/"2

 > , .  + / , -

 ,2"(-*+ +'" <$*. !""#2- &%+ +944 .6.'%# ,'%-&4 ,&%+ '5$+ 6%00 (/ 2-0#%-+ %20%.,.

 >%1- (& ,#%-/ "-4 ,+'.1+ (/ ”'1&”4 (%2%-0 "3.% 6-&+) 0"1"+ (, ,".7- &%+ +4'0%

 +'.1(  ,"7+(  "%/,  %.&)+  2%(%.5-  %25"'1  1%4./  "-4  !5  :&  — 01&  07-  *%9373%#(

 %&  2@0,  ,"2'.1–!"3 8 A$  '.4  &%+  '5$+  6%00  (/  2%/01+  %"2%0%.,.  .6/"–/01  +-–'.0

 ,%9 +3"1.- .(,%3(%#+ 2".) +0.&/ 2"2%.'2 2@"1( %& ((,$-+) "(4(4 './-( )3-%3%-

 *#).  61(%$  "(4  0%,  %3"&%  +3%#"&+  2%9%1--  5'%1  !"#$%&  (/  !")3-5'$.  '5$+

 "3$%&  ,2&9  !,  .2%3-&+  !,  /5$-.  20(%3+  2"2'.1  +(%,$(  ,"3-  &(&  ,!"0/  /%'"5

 20%.,  (/  !"2%',+  "3/%  ,6%00  (/  2"2%3-&+  %2$/.  "%3"/+  2&  %0'/  !"),-  &(  ,.-

 6%/&'+ >%',. .6""3,- 6$%&. 2&9 !"-"50-  ,*#"3$ ,2010–. !"#$%&. +-(%7/ %&"0"%%+

 >"7-+ 00%. '. 1'$ (,- 239%&- +1%32. "%(2% 201%"- +-2='. 6%23 &%+/4 6%00 ,"$%-

 (,- 69%&-. "%(2 /"& :+-7, +"7&%)"*+ %-4 2%"3%#( ,+,.+ 2%((%/- %"3$ .,#'# ($#-

 (, '",+ "2&$. #"' /'5- %./ ,.1' !""'$ 2-1%2 21""3+ +-(7-+ "3/+ >%',. .1'$

 (%05  ;%3-  (/  2"(%&'0"+  ,%'9  .!"0--  !%7,  +)"/  >,  %94'-.%  !"',%4-+  +"2.  ,#'

 .>'&% !"-/ 6". "%(2 ,!/ %2%& +'"&/-% >,+ 2'-7 (& 2") =& +,%32. 6%00 2& +-"'-

 "%-"0 2'7%" ,!%#-+ 2-0&. 62"& ,%)3+ >,+ (%- ”2$1'-”+ ,+3)#+ 2"/%3&+ 2%-0+

 +),-( 212- 6%00 (/ %"2%0%.,. 2'22*-+ +#0+ +"3%'"&( +.%) &-5%0% ,/,/-% #91

–+3#. >,+ +.%5 2& 0%0-( /#.- 6-&+ !&+ ?+9+ *%$")+ 2')- +- .+-'0% *%2&$ (/

?2'-7. +1"/ >,+ !, (+3( )%/$ %& ,%(/–%$%5 (/ +0"-+

 "$(4 !5 +"3%'"& (/ !"7 =1 +3$-/ +- ,+0%*"- 24'$%- 2"&'3 +(%,$+ 2'1& %& :4

 .system–+ !, !5 (.& ,"3%-0#+ >,+ !, — ”+)"/+ !, '.0-” 6%00 .2"2%3-&+ +(%,$+

 2'/$&-/ %9 — 2"($"7"3%-+ 2@0"#$+ ,2"-%#-+ +7,%-+ ,")"(%$+ '0*+ ?system +9"&

 ”(.%*”+ 6-&4 +. (%,$(% !"#$%&( '%91( ,+/"0& ;24 24"/-. !&% 2%.+(2+. !& ,%(

 !#+ ,(%1+ ;%,4 6-&+ :;*%3 6%%"4( 9-%' ,*#"3$ ,+0%.,+ !/ .2"2'.1–2"31%' +'-%"-

 %("$& ,2"%.- ,/(1%- ,.) %+9 !& !5 — ”,.)+ !, '.0(” '9%1% "%3.+ .1'-+ 2%*"'+-

 +/,-+ (, !""(%2"+ !"05"+4 6%00 (/ %&"0"%%+ 2%(%,$ 2%&'3 %94 +.")#$*'$- .5,(3

 (/ +1%4. +3%-&+ 6- '-%(4 ,2%3"7'+ 6- !5 :& +"3%'"&+ 6- %. /"/ (%2"+ — "2%3-&+

 .(%1+ ;%,4 ,(%,$( :"/-+( 6-&+ (/ %1%4.% !(%,+ "%3"/( "5%(3& ",7-& 2%%+( 2%3-&+

 %)'*./ "'+ ,'.0-+ 2""1-7 !, 1"/–%0 !""#( "(-* 6%"*"3. #%*, 6%00 *#"3$. !&

 '.0-+ 2-0&. '%. ',%$ #3, ;%3- .+'%.#( !"7, &".-% 24( #"1'- &%+ (2009) '.0-.

 >,% (#0 >, :"3%"7+ +--/+ /%."4 (,$- (/ '4"++ "3-"* 2& ,+9 '1& +9. ,+. 6"-)-%

 !2%*% ,2%(%05 6%). 2%".%# "2/ "')+ (2+ (, ;%3-+ 2"13- +'%.#+ *#) !%2. ./%'.

 ,!%#-%  !0&  6".  2"'.(  2%&  ,"&'#-+  !"3.&+  (2  .>'&+  /%."4  +/,-  (,  ((%5+  2&

 212 ,+'%.#+ +/,- ."(&'/"+ !9"3'0%-(% "3%"7+ *%2&( 6%'4"9 2)'03&% +.7-( :$%+

 !2%& (/ !2'%.#( !5 +'- +"3%'"&. *1""2- ,+-0&+ 2(%&5% +0%.,+ /%."4 %-4 !"5/%-

 %"+% .53+ .%/"" (/ ”)(-% 6%). 2-(/” 6%91 !/. '$ 8*+ 2%9%1- (& %()%+/ ,!"./""2-

.!""2'.1 !""(%/4 +("124(- %,.%#/ ,!1'%4–(,. !"7%(1(

 %3%(/4( ;*%3 "%)". &"+ ,20(%-+ 2-0&. 2%/'2/+4 +("2/( 0%5"3. ,!"7,+ 2'%.#

 !"(0.+- 2%-(,2+ :%2 '., "'*1 !"1'9& (/ '%7""–*$ !(1/ ,"3%"7+ :%2"++ '%4 (/

 60–+ 2%3/ (/ +-0&+ 2%3-&( +#"9. !5 2-""#2- &"+ :& — !""0-,- !"',$-% !""32&

 6 +)3-%#%0./ ,+"'-–+0 ')(% "&#"'-&+ (*$+ +/,- ,2'1& (2-& (/) 2"5/%- +'%.#(%

 '1/+ '*%1 .++9 :'%&. 9"($ )%- %4%2 (& '"01+% ')-%("# #-%,. '%. '$1 (1977) (*&#.

 ,)$3  "1%0"#-  &.  +3%+/  2"&#"'-&  6'#  "$*4-  '(%0  ;(&  300–4  +2(,/  ,%2(%,$  (/

 2%0/ 6". '$13 6%00 (/ '%.+/ '1&-% .6%)(/–6%+–2%3-& "'/#./ 2%"2"",.+ (, ,"'2+

 2%3-&+  2%(%,$  1%'.  !5  &%'#(  '/$&  +-0&.  +'%.#+  2&  ,+"'$"'$%  94'-  (/  !"3%/

 '*- –'7-  )#"%'$ 2'5*-. 6-(%& +4"- (/ %2(%,$ 0%1"".% ,(&'/". 70–+ 2%3/ (/

 ."1'- 6%00 .64/+ ".',+ '$4+% "0%+"+ >%."#+ 6". 2%-0& 2$(1+% 2%'%. 2'"$1 :1972–-
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 (, +&1-. ,!%#-+ (/ ”2%",#'#–22”+ 2%.4/+ 23"1.( +"'%)"')+% 2@(,.+ 2(&/ 2&

.2%/"5' 2'*1 2%./""2+% 6%).+ 6%)(/ 2.%)( '.0-+ (/ "3%/&'–!%0#+ '0*+ 2#"1-

+ / 0 1 +  2%"$%2"/+

 !2%4""/  #%9"1(%  ',%3  "3.  2-7,+(  +$"#-  2"34%2  2((%4  !"#$%&.  6%00  (/  %2%(",$

 2%7'&-  !"(%,(  "3/  '%0%  %0%+%  +#"'$&–6%$7  "&7%"(  "/"(/  '%0  — ',%3+  "3.  12.!%#-(

 6%%5-. !"*32-% %*32+ — '&–$%& (,$-. %0.,/ 2%(,%$% !"(,%$ "3. !#(1 ,!"-,+–'.1

 #1/-  "'%,"/%  !"3%&"9%-.  !"'%#".  ,.53.  !"'%"*  ,,%3(%#  ,(%1-  ,+5%"  :+'/,+  2%&30*

 )'*( !"3#1/4 6%00 "0"–(, %#+%( +7%.#+ "'",7- +-4 .(&%5+ 6"(%%& 2"3#1/+ 2""13+.

 %(  !"%%(3+  ”!"")*"(&"'–%)%$”+  *(")*+  "-%(72  !,  01"/  ,(2010)  !"#$%&  %&"0"%%+

 (/ 2$'7. +.'%# .)*%5 (/ 2"2'%#".+ +""/,+ 2& '49&-+ "2'.1–%"7%* 6#%"0 +%%2-

 "/3&(  +-.%  !"3 B A$  ,(%#  22(  /#".  ,+4$+-+  1%'.  ”'""7–(,%$”4  ,+.'%#  .19–+  +&-+

.!""&%'"+ !"&/%3( 64( !0%# 01@"/ +0"-–+3#. %"'%"7. %57%+/ ,!")%/$+ ”!,+”

 (,$- (/ +71-( *%'++ ((1. ”9"' 8$” 21%32. !".7"3 !"#$%& "'",7 ,6%00 (/ %)'*.

 2& '49&-+ ,"&.7 (") .4%/–13%- :%%2. .!"-,%$+ %"-" '49( !%0 %0-, %("&4 ,'&–$%&

 !"3%-"& 2%31- 6". +&%(4 '",+ (/ +2%"+ 2&% +2.".*% !"#$%& (, '"02 ;1'-+ !%"&+

 +4%(+2. !"2- 6%'&4 !+"$24 (, (")+ 2& !"&/%3 !"'",7+ :/-+. .!""&.7 /& "1)/%

 !"%%+-+ ,!"#%'"+ !"7%."#+ 2%0/% '",+ "3%4"/ 6". +'%'. 2"(42 &(( !"0,%7% ,2--%0

 (, "3%"-0 %# +%%2- '.0-. +4"(++ .'.0-+ 2%(%1(% +'%$&+ '",+ 2.".*( ;"'1 0%5"3

 !"'",7+ :& — (1974 ,03('"&.  %#) 53%( 0''7"' '7"/ !"3.&+ "%%# 1*%3. ,+-0&+ "3$

 ,+7%.#% 0"1" "*1" (, 2%(&/ ''%,- "$"9"*+ 0,7-+ .!$%5. &(& !"3.&- %#+ 2& !"'7%" &(

–+.% 2%./""2++ 2"/&' 1*%3. 2%"$%2"/+ 1%' 2& 2,0+ (, +(,- !"'",7+ 2#%.0 '/&4

 2& +$%5. 2-(5-+ ,2"(-* +("+# )'*. 0*""- 6%00 +/,-( 13.!""&.7 '%.%9 "*#) !5 2,.

 2%91&"+ ,+(13% 2%./""2+ +2"'1&% '.0-. !"0%03% 2%))%/ +2"/&'/ 2"'%)*"++ +-'0+

 %-%7",. .+/-%- &(/ (2"+%(& &( ,2"/%3&) +1).+4 6&4 '91%/- "&'#-+ '%$"*+ .+-0&.

 :/-+./  +1).+(  9-'4  "(%&  ,/&  +7%.#+  "'",7  !"2"7-  +9+  "%9++  2%91&"++  ,*-  (/

 /&%3+ +.7-( +'%$&)- 6",4 ,'.0-+ "4'0. +35'%-–+)&$4 %& 6%"9"14 6 =" ?&+ (& 55%$22 :'0+

 ,'1& !%#- (& 0%03% 2%4""/-% !%#-- :-7, 2& '%#, ,”:( :(” "+%(&+ "%%"7+ .!"#$%& (/

 6%91  ."%4"*  '*14  )'*.  +(52-  ,>'&+  ".&/-.  #(1%  +(13(  +1).+  &/%3  :&  "&(")',

 !""1+ 2%&"7-. /--2- %3"& 2%.'2(% +-0&( 2/'/%- +#"9 (/ 2")*".")"9%$+ 2'%*-+
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 ! " / 0 1  ! " # $ % &

 "%-"0( 2%3%/ 2%/"5 2'$, 6%,05 +$-- !""-%#- ;%3 "'%"7. +3%#"&4 +.'%1+ (, %'-&-.

 +#")3-%'. +'%#-% 2")2*& +&3+ +.'%1. 2&7%-+ ,2"#*'%)"$+ +/"5. (1+ — +.'%1+

 !,+  6.'%1.  . <'1+  ;%3+  2&  24'%4+  ,2"9"$&)-–2"($%')*)#+  +/"5.  '%.,  ;2"$%'"&+

 +/,- 2& 2%3-*-+ ,1948 2-1(- +'"2%+/ 2%.'%1. 2"2'%#".+ 2%33%.2+. +(4% ;"0%+"+

 6".(  %((+  2%.'%1+  6".  '/#+  (,  ,".7-  2'$,  .!"".',  !"'$4  (/  +#"1-+%  +.'1++

 "3$ (& 2%(,+(% '%$1( "5%(%&"4'&+ ;10+ 6". 64% ,>'&+ ".1'. !""-%&( !"35 (/ !2C"'$
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 2""3$+  (/  6.'%#  %2%"+.  ,%'./%  "3%"7+  6%91+  6",'5./  +0'$++  6%'#,  2&  %.%1.  ($#-

 !"(4"'0&+ !, 01" 6%00 !%#-. '7"/ 6"$3&–'",9. +"$%)%&+ .'$ 8*+ "'%9&( 2"-%&(+ .5+

 (/ %4%$"+ (, 2**%.- ,($*"'# #"7"& "-%#-+ !9"+% 6%*1 60% "#*(.%# +'"&- ,2'$& ".7

 ,2"2%.'2 +'"7"% 2"2'.1 2%-9" ,2"#*, 2%(",$ (/ "3%'#, .%("/ +."7+. +0'$++ 6%'#,

 +9 6%91 .+.".*. !"./%-+% !"7%."#+ "'.1 6".( !%#-+ "./%2 6". 2%1%4 0%1"&( +2'"21.%

 ,"7%."#+ !,+ 2". 2-5%0 2'4%- +"5%(%$") (4- "2%+- 6$%&. +3%/+ 2%.'2 94'- 0"-,-

 ;0-+ (, !"3"2-- #'/ !"3%23 !""(4"'0& !"-50 2%($4/-+ ,*”32-+ %& 2"3%'",+ +"'(5+

."-%#- 0%1"" (/ !"*%$0- 2%-(,2+ :%2 2%3%/+ +"'$"'$+ "',. !2213+(

 ;(%0%'–6.%&'  !"(4"'0&+  "0"–(,  60–+  2%3/.  634%2/  ,'&–$%&  +3.-  (/  %-%#"/

 "2'.1+  .1'-+  !,  +71-(  *%'++%  6/"+  +3.-+  2&  &"(4-  ,)'%$$'  #17"%  '()*%')

 ,!"-9"+ !"3"-&- ,+9+ +/,-+ .2"3%5.' 2%(",$. 24-%2+ ,+0%1& +.".* 2'"7"( ",.)+%

 +/%, 16”2"2%.'2+ +--1+” .!"#$%& (/ ".%"1+ +.%7"-( !%'2"% 2"3%'", 2%/012+ ;3-"
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[  !"#$ #%& '"#%#( ][  )"*+%$ ,(-. )"%%/ ]

 ,&%+/ "$4 +3.-+ 2& +'"2%- &"+ ./01-–2%3.( %& >$/( ,*%'+( "(. '9%1 /%-"/ +3.-.

 2@3%/(% +./ 2%"*%(4%&+ 6%%5-( ,+.".*( .%/#+ "2"(42–.' 2%.'2 !12-4 ,%55- )/$%-

 2%"'$"'$(  !5  "2'"7"  6%'2$  +,"7-+  ,%9  +/"5  .2@-""#+  2%3%'#,  (,  :-*3%  2"2%.'2

 "(/4.  (/43  %3"&/  +94  :&  — :%2"++  '%4  2*"$2  (/  2%(%%,(  ”6%#"2” +%%+-  ,2%'1&

.+/01 2%&"7- 63%4( %4'0. '.,+ 2& #1%- %3"&% +$$4++% ”+0'$+”+

 6". ,”/01 ,.)” %2%&( 6/" +3.- 6". ,!""1 ##%/ !"3 8 A$( 2"3%'", +.'%1 6". +&(4++

 +#%*,2  ,"&3$  ,2%.'2  6".  !""2'5/  "2(.  !"*1"(  +-.  +%%+2  ,!"'%5*%  !"1%2$  !"1)/

 .!""2'.1+ !""1+ (, ,"$/+( 2%(4"'0&+% 2%3-&+ (/ 6'/%4. +'4++ *"*. (, ,!"#*,%

–$%& +%%+" ,(,%$+ (& &7" '/&4% !& ,2"7%."#+ 2%(0.2+( 2"2%.'2–.'% +("4- +$%(14

 #(1 21#( +"./%2( '/$&"/ (50–)#"%'$ ,!"#$%& '",( 2"(4"'0& +3%#"& /0%1-+ '&

 .2"(&'/"+ +'.1+ (/ "-3"0+ +.%7",( !%'2(% 2"2%.'2+ +""/,. (",$

2 " .  :'.0 ;%*

 ,2%-9"+ "(5,-.% +("+#.% '",. #%*",+- #1'+ ,+-"3$ 2%*342++ +&. ,!%7-7+ &. ;%*.

 2". "$%)%&+ )#"%'$+ .%(/–%2". ,2".+ :!%" (/ %$%*. ,"5+( 6%00 /#.- %"(&/ !%#-.

 '$2+ %# (, 2./%"% 2%-%# /%(/ +.%5( 2&/32-+ +'%1/ +"".%# — '.0-. 2". ,(2011)

 .'0".–6%$  6%'%0  (4"'0&+  !,  ;%2"/.  '7%3  —  1%2$+  "'.0-+  1)/(  !"#$%&  '",+  6".

 2%'%/ 6". +&%(4+ 2"(&"'$"'$+ 6%4"/+ 2'"0( ;'%, +3$- 2")&%$+% +'%1/+ +"".%#+

 ".1'. 2%-(/ 2%3%4/ +/.4/ ,”:2". +3.” 2-5-( 25(5(-% ,0%1" ""'*1% !"+9 !"2. (/

 ),-4 !%)& — +'%1/ +"".%# 2%-0. !"'%5-+ 2". .+(/ 2,0%- "2(.+ 2%"'(%0%-. !"#$%&

 (& )".-+ $%#*()4 +'#2. '%& "-7-7 "3/% 2%'"#. '%& "*$ "3/ ) <,-( >%1+ (& "'-5(

 +"".%#. ,+. /" .9%5& 2$"(#. 6%00 (/ %20%., 2"7-2 &%+ — +"'%)*"++% '.,+ ,;%*3"&+

 ($&%  #2%/  ,!%0#  /0#-4  +13  &"+%  ,:49-+  +1%4%  +2/%0#  (,  +.,4+  6.&-  ,+'%1/+

 "*$% +2%#"' (, ,+'%1/+ +"".%#+ .+'+) +%%#- %& 2"&'#- +.# =3 ,%2",#'#. !"- 'D A./

 6%).+ 2%(4"'0& (, 2".")#%.%'$ +'"-& !5 &"+ ,+3--% +"(& !"'0%1+ !"0%0-+ '%&+

 ,&%.1- ,/$3(% ;%5( '.0-–+%%34 +%-4 ,++.%5 &%(-( &/"3 ,+ A. =(. ,%)3+ >,+ !, .;%/1+

.%+7# 0, !(%,+ ;%*- +&"'.% (.& "31(%$( "*#) !%#-% )($-

.+"$%"2&-% '.,/( 2%7,%-+–2"'. 2%3"0-- !"(%, !5 !"#$%&. %./%" 90–+% 80–+ 2%3/ (/ +""(,+ "(5.  1

.29 '-, ,(2004 ,2%3-&( .".&–(2 6%&"9%-)  1973-1948  ,2%(4"'0&% +""3. :"(&'/"+ )#"%'$+  ,2'$& ".7  2

 !&” :781 '-, ,!/ ,2'$& (7& !"&.%-+ ,6%"'%5–6. 0%0 (/ %"'.0. 62"3 2&9+ ”#" ='+ 20'1”( '2%". '"/"+ "%)".+  3

.”%9 2%3#"' %-4 +(%05 +4 +-"& "(, (")- %3"& '.0 !%/% ,!"#"' 2%-%#- +.'+ !3/" !%'0./ %&'2 +$-. %(42*2

 .!","#/-+ (/ !&7%- >'& ,+3")35'&–!"#$%& (/ '%7"#  4

.2 +',+ (",( %&' ;!%"4 !%5,+ 6('%5(% 50–+ 2%3/ (/ ”(,$-+ "',” 6%91( .1'3 !%#- 2'$& ".7 01"" %"'#1-.  5

 ,0.%, !, :.".&–(2) !%#-+ (, ,'>".'%5 "(9 ::%2. ,”2"(&'/" +"5%(%$%'23& :!%#-+ (,” ,6'& 6%,05% '>".'%5 "(9  6

.11 '-, ,(1992

 +-%0. ,+3%4/+ "3.% !"'$%* ,!"3-& ;%2"/. !""4%3"1 !")#"%'$ 2-0#- ,&-5%0( ,”!%' %&%/” 2"3%03%(+ +"'(5+  7

 ;%2"/.  2%(%,$  6%%5-  2%3%'1&+  !"3/.  !9%"  2%3-&(  +%#2–12$  6%&"9%-  !5  ..".&–(2  !%'0.  ”16  %#”  +"'(5(

 .4'%-+  — 6%&"9%-+  (/  :%3"1+  2%%7  .2%"2%.'2–.'%  2%3(.%*  (/  !"4',  (,  /50  2-"/  :%2  ,2"-%#-+  +("+#+

 ,”+("*-” 6%5'& ;%2"/. +0%., "'5+-% !")"($ "0("( >"# 230* 2010 23/. '".,+ — !-7, 2%49. !"'4%- !"3-&-

 (,%  2%"%+9  (/  +#")"(%$  (,  /50.  ,6%"7,–'3  '$*  2".%  2%3-&(  +/'0-+  07(  +"$%"2&-  !"(%,(  2%(",$  !9"%

  .'95-+ (/ !""2%.'2+% !""2%3-&+ !"4',+ 2$"/1

 !/. 6%4"*. !"',3 27%.# !, +(%,$ ;2/( (Rollins) *3"(%' !") 6-&+ (1+ 80–+ 2%3/ 2"/&'. :2%&-5%0 +-4  8

 (/  +#")#'$  0"(%+  +9  ;%2"/  .*#3%'..  6%4"2.  2%3-&(  +'%-  /-"/  '/&4  /5$/  ,(Kids of Survival)  KOS
 "3)"%% 6%&"9%- (/ +(&3"".. ,'&/+ 6". ,+$/13/ ,!")*#) (/ 2%3/'$% +&"'# (, 2**.2-+ 2".")#(%# 2%3-&

 !9" ,+"3.(& 2'". +3&'") 2""'", /&'% 6-& ,(Rama) +-' "0& .(*&#. +)3-%#%0.% +"73% (/ +(&3"".. ,#'%"–%"3.

 (, ,!"./%2+ 6%-& !%#"/% '",+ 2%91 '%$"/( 1(7%- ,7.- — (Sala) +(&* "'3& 6-&+ !, ;%2"/. — 2000 23/.

 ,(Rosado Seijo) %1""* %0&*%' "-'7 "3#"'%)'%$+ 6-&+ .")*"3%-%#+ ')/-+ 2("$3 '1&( +. ''// *%&4+ ,#'

 !%'0-/  %'*–(&  +'"",+  "2.  2,".7(  (,$  ,6%&"9%-.  ”+("+#–+'.1–2%3-&” 2%4%',2+  >.#-.  6%00  07(  5"7-+

 ;%3. 2.(2/-+ +"$'5%$%) %'7"/ #%'" "3%5 (/ 2/#. ,+(/ 2"3)3%$*–2"'(%#3'%%+ 2%(4"'0&( +%%1-4 ,6&%1–6*(

 ,>.#-. +5"7-+ 2$*%3 2"3-& ."2%'""2 6""3, '7"% "-%#- +%%&5 0#%-( +"+/ ,!%7, '%"7 +%%+- 2,.–+.% +.".*+

 64%2  #"3,+/  #1/-  6"-.  +-(/  +3/  :'%&(  !"'$4  +/%(/  (/  !"./%2  +(",$+  ,("eda)  +0 <E  +3"')#  2"4'7+

 ".1'.  !"'.'$%  !"',  2%.%1'.  2%"-"3%3&  2%"%-0  (/  !""()3-%3%-  6#%"0  "-%(72  '7"  J.R.  .%1'+  6-&  .!+""1(

 2%&3#%"0 5"7+ (&'/". .+#"'$&. (%$3( !")- !"'/5 (, %& ,!"3""3. (, +(2 !2%&/ ,(.".&–(2 ,%"' ,9"'$) !(%,+

 2%"(&'/" !"', +3%-/. +0'$++ 2-%1 (/ +"007 "3/- ("#%1 &( 6$%&.) +(2 !2%&/ ,!"3")*($% !"(&'/" (/ #3,

 27%.#% 2"-(/%'"+ ”+((*%-” 27%.# .(0%,% +((&-' ,!1(–2". ,!"(/%'") +0'$++ "&%%2 (, 2%./%"+ 2%"3")*($%

 "%3"/(  "(44  "2%3-&  .1'-  2'"7"(  2%(,%$  (6%&"9%-.  2%4%',2+  >.#-.  2%$22/-  6+  !5/)  ”2"-7,+  2%/'+”

  .2".',-( 2"1'9-+ !"(/%'" 6". '$2+ %#. "2'.1

 "(%/. 2%'2(%&- !"3%1$ "', — ”*3%&)–")3&/”( !"%*- !9"(&"'. *1""2- , ")3&/ ,6%00 (/ "3/+ %)'* ,+/,-(  9

 6%00 '/&4 ,”6%&) ")3&/” (/ 5%*4 2*$23 !"#$%& !/ '.4 .+#%-, +().&.% +0%'" +&%'.2. 2%3""$&2-+ ,!"',

 .)# ,”'.0- '$*” "'-&- %&' :4 (, ;6.'%1% *'+ (/ !"9-' — 1%2$+ "'.0-+ ;%3+ "'%&"2 07( — %)'*. (2%/

.9)-0" ,."-&" '-, ,(2007 ,2%3-&( +%#2–12$ 6%&"9%-) 2",%3(%#  +"5%("') ,6%"7 :6%00 ;9%' 9
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[  !"#$ #%& '"#%#( ]

' . 0 - .  +4"(+

6%&–'. "3/

 %).-  20%#3-  '05%"  !(%,(/  ,")%9#&.  6"$%(1(  %&  ,"+$"".  ((4  :'0.  2#*%,  2%3-)

 !%#-  (&  +4"(+  — 0534  +'"21  &%+  6%00  ;9%'9–;*%"  (/  "!"#$%&  )#"%'$”  .94'-+  (/

 ,>-&-.  #'  !"(52-  %.  +&"'.+  "7%373/  !%#-  ;2"2'.1%  2"(4(4  ,2"9"$  +3"1.-  +/#

 ".")3')(&+  "2%3-&+  %,*-  .2",.)  ),-4  %.  +"9)3$+/  ,+$"/1  2%/'%0  %.  2%%#2+/

 232%3/  +.")3')(&  —  2"2%.'2  &("--%  ,2"2'.1%  2"(4(4  ,2"9"$  +.")3')(&  !(5-

 +,"7- %20%., .!""-%"-%" !"4'7(% !""/%3& !"'7"( !5 :& ,"3%-0#+ ,.)( 0%.4 (/ !%#-

.%(& (4( +'"03 +77+

 :&  ;!""1  !"7,  "3/  (/  '.0-.  !2'%.#  — 2&40-  +0%.,  &"+  '.0-.  ,(/-(  ,:4

 2*03%+-  %94  +'%.#/  2%'-(  ,'.0-+  ""1  2&  '%.#(  !".""1  &(/  +(5-  &"+  2,.–+.

 +%%#2+  ,*#"3$  ,2'1&  +0%.,.  .!"&#")"(%$%  !"3(.#  ,!"3342-  "0"–(,  +'5 =/  +/,-

 ,'.0-+ (/ "3%-0#+ 0%++ 2& !(5-/ +)"/ >,. 2"(23 "(%"++ %.7-. !%#-( '.12+(

 .'.12-+ (/ %2(".4 "0"–(,% ;%3-–2"&/- 2%,7-&. 2#2"3 2"(&"73)%$+ 2%'.12++ :&

 ,(4.  2'4"3  +139++  :!"#$%&  (/  !")3-5'$  +0%.,.  '2%"  0%,  +)%.%  '"/"  #23+

 —  !""1  !","7-  2&9  (4.  :&  ,'%,"4%  +.%9,  .%'-  !",)%#-  !"&'3  !"$*43+  !"#$%&+

.64/ +-03 ?#$%&+ 2& 2%&'( 6""0, '/$& !&+ .!"'%"7 ,!"*%*

 '2"+–*%03"+-  +&7%24  '7%3/  '%,"4+  !,  6+  —  2%00%-2+%  '%'".  /'%0  #$%&+

 2,.%3/  +139++  !,  6+%  ,!"'2%"-  6%).  "3.-.%  !"'%5-  "3""3.  (/  !"#%(..  !(52-+

 %##// !"3.- ,(/-( ,:4 ."(4(4 6%"5"+ (4( 0%5"3. %*03%+% %334%2/ 2%-9%" (/ 63%(/4-

 '.0-+ (& +4"(++ .!"3%" :.%/( :$%+ ,%3(%# 2".% ,!"9, "'"0( !"4$%+ !"(,$-4 !""1

 /01- C%'$( +1%4. /" :& ,"1 +2& +./ +'.1+ "/,- !,% :"/,- !, 2%00%-2+4 +%-4

.+%%#2 &(-% .1' ,!(/ #$%&

.70–+ 2%3/( 60–+ 2%3/ 6". ,0.(. '%/,4 (,$ ”!".1'-” ,%3(%#  10

 (/ ).- 20%#3- '"")7-+ ,5'%.*')$–)3*/0'53"3(. 80–+ 2%3/. '7%3/ "0'53%%&+ ,%3(%#+ (, 6&4 2./%1 "3&  11

 6%*& "'1& 0"-% "3$( (/ 2")"".%*–)*%$–!0#+ +"*%'. 2")$"(#%$&+ 2%''%$2++ 2'"%%&( 9,% ;"'1 "%)".4 !%"+

 "35.""  (/  %")'*(  *1""2+.  (Mazin)  6"9&-  '%)#"%  6#")'%&"2+  "0"–(,  ,.)3  necrorealism  '&%2+  .(".%3''7

 2")"".%*+ +3%4-+ 2$%5. %).- 2& 0#--+ ,6.(–'%1/ -”- 16–. )*$"3- — 1985–- .".& !+"3". ,(Yu#t) )"$%"
 (/  "'*%-%  "31%'  *%&4  :%2(  +'91.  !"4(/%-  !0&+  "3.  +./  ,2"5%(%&"0"&–)*%$  +'.1  (/  +"0*1(  +3%23+

 !""'$+ 2& &(--+ ,+9 !"2%,". 6%91 (/ +2",.- 2%-/52+4 2"&'3 6")%$ (/ 2"%%/4,+ +"*%' ."2'.1 !9"(."3#

.2"2""1 +-"&.% (2"3",'5) +33,. )"$%" (/

 !"3%0,%-. 2%3-& 0-"(/ ,"50) !""1 "-%#-+ (*$+ 2& 2%3-( /" !"#$%&. 2"2("+#–2"2%3-&+ 2%(",$+ 2#"3%'4.  12

 2'5*-. !"#$%&. (,$ 6"")/#% 0%0 !5 .!"#$%&. 2%3-&( 94'-+ 2& (+"3% !"#+ 9&% +""'",+ 0%0",. 2%3%4/.%

 !")30%)* 2""13+. ',%3 "3.% !"0("( 6-& 2%2"4. +0#-2+ %2%(",$% ,+"'$"'$ "', +-4. !"#+/ ”2%3-&+ 2%312”

 2&  .(/-%  !""%-"0+%  2%3%",'+  2&  1"3-+  ,6-&–.'+  (0%-  (,  +'#",.  +**.2+  6"")/#%  (/  +(%,$+  .(&(7.-

 /&'. 0-%, 6-&+ +9 (0%-. .%3-- #(1( !"4$%+% %(/ 2%3-&+ +/,- 2& !"3"9- +(& '/&4 ,!-%/"". !"0"-(2+

 ."3(-,–"3$%5 >-&-. +4%'4+ +#(1. 2"34) 2%(",$( 2%"(%/4 !"-2'3 !"$22/-+ '/&4 ,2"2%3-&+ +"4''"++

 ",7-&  "2(.  ;%2"/%  +-7,+  (/  :"(+2  ((%1-+  ,'",+  (/  +'/.-  '/.  %2%"+  !7,-  +3%/  6%00  (/  %2%(",$

 +-–6-9(  !(,3  &%+  0%,.  ,)'*+  "'%."54  !-7,  2&  2%%1(  ',%3+  "3.(  '/$&-  6%00  .((%4  "3%'",  6%91  %2"(42/

 ")5'3&  :"(+2(  12$"+(  !"$22/-(  2,""*-  ,!9"/  (%1-+%  +5%"+  2%&30*.  2"3$%5+  +0%.,+  .!",(#+  "'%1&-

 .+-"3$ !%#-+ :%2- !%#"/ "4"(+2 ,"3+(% +"'$"'$+ (/ +(%# 2& ;%/1( +')-. ,2%"4''"+ (%)3% '"/,-

 2%.'2.  !"7%$3+  !"")*"&%'7&-  +4"31  "*#)  !,  23""02-+  ,!"(&  "'.5  61(%$  (/  +37*  ")3&/  )'*+  94'-.  13

    .2"3$%5+ 2(%4"+ 2%(%.5 (/ 2"3%7"# +1"2-.% +($/+. !,$–&( !"4%'4% 2"(&'/"+ 2"&.7+

 6-9 :.".&–(2) (&'/".  +.'%1+  " %-"0  ::3.&  :" "2%.'%1- .)# ,”6.'%1 ,2%*"'+ ,2%.'%1” ,2'$, 6%,05  14

.77-76 '-, ,(2003 ,2%3-&(

 .+9 '$*. 6%&-'. "3/ (/ +'-&- %&'  15

 .+9 '$*. )#"%'$+ 2-'5%'$ %&'  16
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 +1"-7-/ +""/,( 24/-3 &"+ .2"2%3-& 2%00%-2+. 2-42*- &( 6%00 (/ %20%.,

 ,!+"3". 2%(%.5+ /%)/) :%2 +"'$"'$( 94'- 6". 2%$2%/ (, 23,/3/ ,+.%9,+ :%2- !""1

 +'"01 (/ 01& 6%%"4 6"& %(&4 1%4 "*1". .!%1"2+ "%%# (/ 2%")3%%('+ 2& 2"1$-/ +-

.2"14%3+ 2%&"7-. 2"*1" 0%'% #$%& !"0"-,-+ ,6%"%%/ '2"% "00+ 6%9"+ &(&
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 %&  2"$'5%-0  ,2"$'5%&"5  +3"1.-  "2",.)”  2"3.'%&  2%12$2+  (/  '7%2  +3"&  !"#$%&

 +&7%2 +(%4 +2""%%+ .(,$- .".* +'7%3/ '", &( !5% '$4 (/ +.1 8'+ +3"& &"+ .2"(4(4

 "$4 !%&(+ "4'%7 (, 2%3,( +0,%3/ 6 =" ?&-–/" +'"7" ,+3"0-+ 6""3. "-". "2'.1 *%03"+ (/

 2%/01+ !"',+  .%' (, :"(/-+ ,"2'.1 *%03"+( (/- &"+ !"#$%& .!"-" !2%&. %*$23/

.20–+ +&-( 50–+ 2%3/. (&'/". %-#%+/
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 21&  &"+  .!".1'-  2"'%9&+  +7,%-+  "./%-  !"'%9$  +4'%&(%  65-  2-%7(  2("5  2-%7  6".

 — "2(/--+ 6%342+ ;5& "0"–(, 1951–. +-*'%$/ ,"6%'/ 2"34%2” (/ 2%".%/""+ 2%'"7"+

 +"'& !"',+ 6342-% (4"'0&+ ,6%342+ ;5& /&' (/ %-/ +. #.0/ (&'/"( .&–2"34%2

 20"- (, +0",- ,2%-"-2 !"3/ ,.'& :/-. "'""3+ (,” +2+2/+ !"#$%&/ +0.%,+ .6%'/

 .+. +-%(5+ "2'.1+ *%03"++

 +)"(#”  2'2%4+  212  .&(",(  2*03%+-  +2"+  !"#$%&  (/  +*%(4&(  2"34%2+  !5

 (+3"0-+  2%"%/'%  2"0%+"+  2%34%*+)  !")(%#+  2%0*%-+  (/  +-%&')+  2'22*-  "+'"/"

 *%&4+ .+2-#+ '1&( 0"- +'",7+ +3"0-( %-'9/ !""3%-++ +""(,+ "(5 !, !2%00%-2+.
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 ,&7%-+ 2%3"0-. '.4 %3"%- +""(,( !"0-,%-+ ."'#",+ +3""$&- &"+ +&(-+ +)"(/+/
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 !""1. 0#-2-+ ,'.0-. !/. ;*%3 2%0%., '%91- (, +0%.,. 6%00 ,%#/ 2009 9&-
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 ,”1%2"$ 2%'"",” !"/%(/4 .1'-. %77 +9 ,#' (, .+"*&-% +#"'$&–6%$7- !"/01 !"(%,.
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 %$%*. ,(.& .(&.7 "*"*.% !"./%- ,!"7%."#) !"'1& !".%/"" %-#%-" %.".*/ 6)# "3%'",

 !"'1&+ !".%/""+ 6".( ,!""3, !"./""2-. *(4%&/ ,+9+ 94'-+ 6". 6"(-%5+ "*1" ,'.0 (/
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."9"$+% "2'.1+ ;%3+ ".1'- 6". %32%&

 2 % " 3 8. +

 "3. +'/, (/ +7%.# .+9+ "2%.'2+ '.0-. %).3 ,(2010) !"#$%& ,&.+ )'*( 2%"34%2+
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.60–+% 50–+ 2%3/. (&'/" 23"0- (/ 2"9"$+ +2&"'. 2& 61%. (2004 ,2%3-&( .".&–(2 6%&"9%-)  1973-1948
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.123 '-, ,!/ %&'  5

.153 '-, ,!/ %&'  6
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[ In the Desert ]
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2009

 &”4 -”* 30F110F110 ,6%). 2%".%# "2/ / 2%#0 17:28 ,01& >%', ,03%&* ,HD
2%3-&( +%#2–12$ 6%&"9%- ;9"'$ ,MJS ;*%&
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 '%3"0 "2*& ,+)&%5 2"0%+" ,;"*&–9'& 6'# ,+"'& '%5 2"'%'0 :201%"- +0%2 ;!%(/

In the Desert

2009

HD, sound, one channel, 17:28 min / Two concrete blocks, 30&110&110 cm each
Collection of MJS, Paris; Petach Tikva Museum of Art

Written and directed by Yosef-Joseph Dadoune; production: Dalit Arnold; cinematography: Patrick Doberenz; 
editing: O#r-Raul Graizer; sound: Yohanan Brauschvig; soundtrack: Dror Shiman; production manager: Anna 
Somershaf; rough-cut: Guy Levi; online: Dima Lidhov; camera assistant: Moran Weiss#sch; boom: Nimrod 
Shalom; coordinator: Eyal Assuline / Produced as part of In the Desert Project, with the support of: Israel Lottery 
Council for the Arts; Sapir College, Sderot; Cinema South Film Festival / $anks: Jacques Ouzan (Municipality 
of Ofakim), Dr. Avner Fainguelernt, Alon Gayer, Hagar Saad-Shalom; special thanks: Drorit Gur Arie, Keren 

Erez-Assif, Judith Guetta, Estee Dinur 
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2010

2%#0 25:25 ,($%() !"7%', "3/ ,HD
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Phoenix

2010

HD, two channels (loop), 25:25 min
Performance: Yosef-Joseph Dadoune; production: Anna Somershaf; cinematography: Patrick Doberenz; 
editing: O#r-Raul Graizer; online: Dima Lidhov; camera assistant: Moran Weiss#sch; rock-climbing instructor: 
Dror Neufeld; crane operator: David Weizmann / Produced as part of In the Desert project, with the support 
of: Israel Lottery Council for the Arts; Sapir College, Sderot; $anks: Dr. Avner Fainguelernt, Alon Gayer, 

Hagar Saad-Shalom, Jacques Ouzan (Municipality of Ofakim) 
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Ofakim

2010

HD, sound, one channel, 14:47 min
Written and directed by Yosef-Joseph Dadoune; featuring: Dudu Rohaker, Halida Eliagoeb, Yasmin 
Mayers'ed, Livnat Kotek, Roi Azran, Shai Peretz, Sarit Mayers'ed; production: Anna Somershaf; 
cinematography: Patrick Doberenz; editing: Yael Hersonski; sound: Nimrod Shalom; soundtrack: Gilles 
Laurent; online: Dima Lidhov; production manager: Idith Vechter; camera assistant: Moran Weiss#sch; 
technical support: Ori Alon; production assistants: Stav Amar, Moria Or, Nofar Ozmo, Shani Shalfman; 
catering: Cochy Abuharon; transportation: Yakov Anidiger, Miki Azulai, Hadar Moritz, Petra Tours; 
equipment: Moshe Ohayon, Amram Swisa; Yoga teacher: Patricia Cohen; poster design: $e League; 
photo: Elad Sarig / Produced as part of In the Desert project, with the support of: Israel Lottery Council 
for the Arts; Sapir College, Sderot; Israeli Ministry of Culture and Sport, Culture Administration, $e 
Israel Film Council; $e Jewish Agency for Israel, Partnership 2000 program; $e Yehoshua Rabinovich 
Foundation for the Arts – the Cinema Project, with the participation of the Leon Recanati Foundation; 
$e News from Hayarkon 70 / $anks: Dr. Avner Fainguelernt, Alon Gayer, and Hagar Saad-Shalom 
(Sapir College); Zvika Greengold and Miri Vaknin (Municipality of Ofakim); Ran Yul, Yifat Amar, and 
Daniel Ori (Ofakim Community Center); Yakov Turner, Beni Hazbani, and Erez Dror (IAF Museum); 
Giora Einy, Yoav Abramovich, Alon Garbuz, Estee Sade, and Ronit Kenan (the Rabinovich Foundation); 
special thanks: Idit Amihai, Eyal Assuline, Estee Dinur, Drorit Gur Arie, Keren Erez-Assif, Judith Guetta, 

Evelin Hagoel, Ninel Koren, Renen Mosinzon, Naama Piriz 
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Horizon Fragments I

2009

HD, sound, four-channel projection (loop): 
channel 1 – 04:06 min; channel 2 – 05:01 min; channel 3 – 08:37 min; channel 4 – 08:38 min

Written and directed by Yosef-Joseph Dadoune; cinematography: Patrick Doberenz; editing: O#r-Raul Graizer; 
soundtrack: Dror Shiman; online: Dima Lidhov; driver: Eyal Assuline / Produced as part of In the Desert project, with 
the support of: Israel Lottery Council for the Arts; Sapir College, Sderot / $anks: Dr. Avner Fainguelernt, Alon Gayer, 

Hagar Saad-Shalom; special thanks: Olivier Llavador, Dalit Arnold, Anna Somershaf, Itzik Badash
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A Title for a work from anything to anyone
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2%32/- 2%0"- ,6.(–'%1/. "-%(72 12

Horizon Fragments II

2009

12 b&w photographs, variable dimensions
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[ Documentary Room ]

0 % , " 2  '01

2008-10

2%32/- 2%0"- ,,.7 "-%("7 +/"-1

Documentary Room

2008-10

Five color photographs, variable dimensions
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1. Commercial-Communal Hothouse: A compound 
of twelve shops employing the “community 
business” model. $e shops will be operated by 
residents, in collaboration with the community 
and through the community association Ahuzat 
Negev. $e business makeup will be determined 
according to functions lacking in the city, those 
arising from citizens’ needs and/or market 
demands. Business owners will enjoy hothouse 
conditions for two years, including reduced rent, 
accountant consultation, business consultation, 
and marketing and sales workshops. Some of 
the shops will function as “anchor shops” which 
will remain here permanently, while others will 
enjoy these conditions for two years, a%er which 
a decision will be made whether to keep them 
on site or shi% them to independent activity 
elsewhere in the city. [290 sqm]

2. Cra!s Center: A cra%s center initiated by Dr. 
Shani Bar-On, including an exhibition space and a 
single marketing apparatus, where each artisan will 
operate as an independent pro#t center. Cra%smen 
in the #elds of goldsmithing, diamond polishing, 
knitting, welding, and weaving are active in Ofakim. 
Some of them are immigrants who came here in 
the 1990s, whereas others worked in the local 
factories and reached a high level of pro#ciency. 
$e artisans will be selected by a professional 
committee, and will commit to a minimum period 
of activity on site. In addition they will be required 
to apprentice students in order to create a training 
system which will be combined with workshops 
in the aforementioned #elds alongside lessons by 
external lecturers. [250 sqm]

3. Professional Training: Ofakim College of 
Society, Environment, and Community will 
include six classrooms (three small classrooms 
for 15 students each, and three larger classrooms 
for 30 students each), where Ofakim and area 
residents will undergo vocational training for 
designated functions and receive a diploma, in 
collaboration with the Ministry of Labor, the 
Employment Bureau, and factories in the city and 
the area. [240 sqm]

4. A Multipurpose Hall: $e hall will serve a range 
of cultural activities for the local community and 
visitors. It will host conventions, gatherings, 
theatrical productions, concerts, performances, 
exhibitions, video-art screenings and installations 
of sound works, poetry and literary evenings, 
parties, yoga workshops, etc. Regular cultural 
events for the local community will be held on site 
once a fortnight. [300 sqm]

5. Café / Restaurant [120 sqm]

6. Ecologic Hothouse: $e hothouse will present 
specimens of Negev 'ora and fauna. It will contain 
a garden with a selection of plants brought over by 
the various immigrants who came to Ofakim, as 
well as indigenous butter'ies surviving in the local 
climate. $e display and maintenance will result 
from study and research of Negev nature, geology, 
and climate. $e contents will be determined in 
collaboration with the Jacob Blaustein Institutes of 
Desert Research (BIDR), Ben Gurion University 
of the Negev, Sde Boqer Campus, the Jerusalem 
Botanical Gardens, and international scholars. 

Sitting areas where one may read, drink tea, or listen 
to music will be installed around the hothouse, as 
small “inspirational corners.” [240 sqm]

7. Workshops: An open studio will combine 
artistic activity in photography, #lmmaking, 
architecture, and sculpture (led by artist Yosef-
Joseph Dadoune) and cultural activity open to 
the community. $e studio will include an art-
history research lab which will explore the unique 
characteristics of Ofakim, the Negev, and the 
country’s southern region. $e lab will also o(er 
a library with desert literature about the Negev, 
which will o(er a platform for discourse, research, 
and creation addressing vernacular culture, 
society, and community. [300 sqm]

8. "e Desert Archive: An archive and library 
dedicated to the culture and history of the various 
diasporas from which the settlers of Ofakim 
hail (North Africa, the FSU, and Ethiopia) as 
well as the geography of Ofakim and the South. 
$e archive will collect personal documents, 
photographs, and other documents pertaining to 
Ofakim and its residents, and will provide a home 
to every institution or individual wishing to share 
their knowledge with the coming generations. 
Moreover, the library will hold local literature, 
unique books on contemporary and desert-related 
art, books of Jewish art and Aggadah literature. 
[100 sqm]

9. Editing Room: An editing room (for a fee) to be 
used by artists and #lmmakers, which will include 
two computer stations. [45 sqm]

10. Studio for Guest Artists: A work space for 
artists who will come for a month and reside in 
the guest house on site. [180 sqm]
 
11. Gallery and Activity Center: A gallery for 
temporary exhibitions on various themes, such 
as architecture and models. It will feature images, 
historical documents, and works of art, and hold 
hands-on activities centered on such themes 
as model construction in various materials. 
[150 sqm]

12. Guest House: A complex including eight to ten 
double/family guest rooms and two larger rooms 
for groups numbering approx. 30 people. $e 
guest house (max. capacity: 92 people) will cater 
to desert tourists, youth groups, annual school 
trips, cyclists, student delegations, soldiers and 
policemen. [300 sqm]

13. Interior Garden: Inside Of-Ar’s historical 
building, amid the roofed functions, will be a 
garden with sitting corners, a decorative pond, 
and a space for open air exhibitions. [400 sqm]

Total roofed areas: 2350 sqm
Total open areas: 4000 sqm
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character, between a built-up area and an open area, between industry and 
ecology, will characterize the extraordinary relationship to be created on site 
between leisure culture and employment, art and research, production and 
consumption, the planned and the random, the local and the national, and 
between non-pro#t initiatives and commercial enterprises.

$e Of-Ar Project will embrace the principles of sustainability, producing 
most of its electrical needs by means of solar energy, recycling water and 
waste, and using passive ventilation; it will foster a garden based on organic 
gardening methods, which will be open to the public 24/7. Alongside planned 
events and institutional activities, it will also allow informal activity and 
random leisure.

History

Ofakim was founded in 1955 as a development town as part of a government 
policy of population dispersal in the Negev. Its #rst inhabitants were 
immigrants from North Africa, India, Iran, the USSR, and Romania. A second 
wave of immigrants arrived from Egypt in 1956, in the a%ermath of the Sinai 
War. $e town was intended to facilitate the young state’s control over the 
Negev, while serving as an urban center and a focal point for agricultural 
settlements established in its vicinity in those years. In 1958 Ofakim was 
granted the status of a local authority. $e 1990s saw the arrival of many 
immigrants from the former Soviet Union and Ethiopia, and in 1995 it was 
chartered a city.

$e Of-Ar textile factory was set up in town in 1961. Employing some 450 
employees at its peak, it became one of the symbols of Israel’s textile industry.

At present Ofakim numbers some 25,000 residents, 40% of whom 
are veteran immigrants who came to the country in the 1950s and 1960s, 

mainly from Asia and North Africa (India, Iran, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, 
and Egypt) and some 35% of them newcomers (the 1990s) from FSU and 
Ethiopia. Approximately 25% of the population in Ofakim today is ultra-
Orthodox. According to the Central Bureau of Statistics, as of December 
2006, the city is rated “medium-low” on the socio-economic scale. Due to 
the crisis in the textile industry, which led to the closing of major factories in 
the city (Of-Ar among them) and the immigration waves that arrived in the 
city in the 1990s, the unemployment rates have grown considerably since the 
mid-1990s. Today too, Ofakim su(ers from a shortage in workplaces, and its 
pay level is among the lowest in the country. Furthermore, the city is su(ering 
from the massive departure of its younger generation upon completion of 
compulsory military service.
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!e Of-Ar Project: 
A Communal Space and Cultural Hothouse

Yosef-Joseph Dadoune, Yitzhak Krispel, 
Efrat-Kowalsky Architects, Dan Hasson

Vision

$e Of-Ar Project proposes the planning and actual construction of a new 
communal space based on a combination of social entrepreneurship, cultural 
creation, and commercial activity. $e project is a small-scale utopia striving 
to avoid familiar categories of public buildings, instead o(ering a diversi#ed 
#eld of activity which will form a supportive setting for social, communal, 
cultural, and commercial initiatives. As such, the project will be a catalyst 
for urban renewal, urban branding, and upgrading the image of the city 
of Ofakim.

$e project is based on the intersection of three channels of activity 
currently taking place in Ofakim. $e #rst is activity for communal 
empowerment held for the past three years and guided by Ofakim native 
Yitzhak Krispel. $e second channel consists of cultural-artistic activity led by 
homegrown artist, Yosef-Joseph Dadoune. $e third channel comprises urban-
architectural activity guided by Prof. Zvi Efrat, exploring the environmental 
and programmatic potential innate to the deserted monumental building of 
the Of-Ar factory and the areas around it.

$e project’s initiators aim to reuse the deserted factory. $e intention 
is not to renovate or rebuild it, but rather to leave it as is—open and 
roo'ess—and transform it into a public garden where regular activities and 
special events may be held. $e cross between the old structure and the new 
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Home 
Dadoune | Von Beider 

2011

Architectural model, 10&10 m
Simulations: Dadoune | Von Beider and Lilika Studio

A planned residence bordering Ofakim’s residential area on the east, the 
Negev desert on the west. Its radical shape lends it the silhouette of a black 
box, concealing a wide range of interpretations and possibilities for internal 
division of the domestic space. Its appearance encapsulates an interior where 
time has stopped. As in the Camera Obscura, the penetration of light into it 
is measured and known, allowing a pause for contemplation and creation in 
the dark/light.
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Basement
1.  Corridor, 10&1.5 m
2.  Another corridor with a swimming pool at 

its bottom,10&1 m
3.  Swimming pool, 10&3.5 m
4.  A pair of corridors leading up to a ritual 

bath (mikveh), with a mashrabiya in the 
ceiling dripping rain water collected by the 
tree and stored at its roots, 4&3 m each 
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Entrance Level
1.  Gate and entrance stairs, 2.5&1.5 m
2.  $reshold and door, 3&1.5 m
3.  Corridor, 10&1.5 m
4.  Niche pivoting on hinges, 2&2 m
5.  Secret room (safe), 10&1.5 m
6.  Master staircase, 2&2 m
7.  Garden, 2&2 m
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1st Floor
1.  Corridor, 8&1.5 m
2.  Living room, 5.5&4 m
3.  Dining room, 4&2.5 m
4.  Study, 8.5&2 m
5.  Reading porch, 2&1.5 m
6.  Kitchen, 4.5&2.5 m
7.  Patio, 2&2 m
8.  Guest room with toilets and shower, 

4.5&3.5 m
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2nd Floor
1.  Corridor with a pit beyond it, 3&2 m
2.  Yoga room with a pit beyond it, 4&1 m
3.  Washroom with sink and toilets, with a 

swiveling bookcase door, and a mashrabiya 
(wooden latticework screen) in the ceiling, 
6&4 m

4.  Patio, 2&2 m
5.  A closets corridor with a mashrabiya at its 

end, 7&1.5 m
6.  Sleeping hall ending with a cli( facing a pit 

down to the basement, 7&4.5 m
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as does the Lottery Council, for instance, every several years, provides 
no opportunity for the creation of internal (I would even say, mental) 
relationship with the city, and therefore it is meaningless, empty, 
disallowing transformation or recti#cation (tikkun). $e decision 
to work within the ruins of Of-Ar presumes a direct confrontation, 
or at least a direct dialogue, between what was and what will be. We 
consciously construct an arena fraught with tension, charged with 
memories (some of them bitter), without romanticizing or glorifying 
the past, but also without complaining about discrimination. $e act 
of converting the existing building and charging it with new programs 
marks an activist agenda which does not linger on historical justice, 
but rather operates directly, based on local forces and means.

Architecturally, it is always more interesting to work within a 
charged context and to reactivate it by means of exegetic intervention. 
$is is what we do: we leave the existing building intact—open, roo'ess, 
as a bare construction—and introduce several new buildings therein, 
which are located as strips along the mathematical grid of the original 
building. We don’t #ll the structure, but rather leave it largely airy and 
open. $e space created between the envelope of the original building 
and the new buildings is of great signi#cance. $is is, in fact, where 
the civic platform we envision should be; this is where the alternative 
public space is supposed to be, and this is, perhaps, where the city’s 
recreational culture will be rede#ned.

Since we are working with an existing building, we must 
acknowledge quite a few engineering and spatial dictates, and adapt 
them to our needs. $e building guides us toward architectural 
solutions which we may not have conceived in another situation. In 
fact, it is a unique building with a double bottom, like a magician’s chest 
or a smuggler’s suitcase. Since Of-Ar was a factory for textile dying, 

it was built with a drainage system into which the dyes ran through 
holes in the 'oor. $e gap between the factory’s 'oor and the 'oor of 
the drainage system is approximately one meter, thus—the building 
stands over a shallow pool. Obviously, that pool may be ignored or 
you may block the holes in the 'oor, but we may also try to use it to 
create an ecological system of water recycling and irrigation, which 
would turn the entire open space into an indoor garden. $us, with the 
ghosts of Of-Ar hovering in the background, the building in its current 
incarnation would o(er a fascinating, new public space which would 
form, according to our vision, a focal point of renewed urban vitality.
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gave up one of the most enlightened, decent services it was supposed 
to provide its citizens, especially the most underprivileged. Look what 
happens today: the prices skyrocket because in a society such as ours, 
which is still growing, the demand for housing is huge. $e entirely 
privatized housing market obeys the market rules, and large parts of 
the population su(er as a result. It is especially disconcerting since we 
already had a developed infrastructure in this #eld, even if it required a 
revision. By the way, before the establishment of the state too there was 
a broad infrastructure of public housing here, masterfully managed 
by the pre-state organizations, such as the Histadrut Federation of 
Labor and the Jewish Agency. I still hope that the state will resume 
some involvement in public housing, as happens in some of the 
European countries.

As for the white box and the concrete: the European immigrants 
in the 1930s indeed wanted to build a type of “white box” here—a 
modernist, cosmopolitan, non-local, non-indigenous white city. $eir 
relationship with the place was ambivalent: they pined for it and at 
the same time wished to domesticate and normalize it according to a 
Western codex. A%er the establishment of the state, strong objections 
to this white architecture arose, which the new generation of architects, 
the young Sabras, deemed foreign, diasporal, and detached. $eir 
protest was articulated via bare, raw, sensual, and highly material 
architecture which ostensibly represented the Sabra himself, the new, 
direct, honest, physical, at times blatant Israeliness. Obviously, this was 
not an original local invention, but an import of the trends of the time, 
just as happened before with the “white architecture.”

In its #ner moments, this architecture, called “brutalist,” demanded 
an especially high level of professional skill and considerable planning 

and sculptural talent; it indeed scored extraordinary achievements 
and erected several splendid buildings. In its less successful moments, 
however, it le% highly somber buildings in the landscape, especially 
in the #eld of public housing; perhaps it is because the “wet language” 
of the bare concrete allowed for creative freedom in the design of 
public buildings, while residential construction requires precision, 
re#nement, e!ciency, and standardization for which dry construction 
is better suited. In instrumental terms, the public housing project of 
the country’s nascent days was rather successful, but it failed in the 
tough architectural task of giving mass housing a domestic character.

Y.D.  Why did we choose to operate in an existing building—the Of-Ar 
factory—of all places? Why preserve it and use its spaces, instead of 
constructing a new building congruent with our program?

Z.E.  We don’t preserve: this is not part of our terminology. Our motivation 
is not nostalgia for a rare object which must be preserved, or one 
whose formal and aesthetic qualities must be reconstructed. On the 
other hand, we don’t destroy the existent either. In the case of Of-Ar, 
demolition is not an option because it would mean erasure of a key 
chapter in the history of Ofakim and denial of its essence as a factory 
town. $e decision to zero in on Of-Ar implies, #rst and foremost, 
acceptance of Ofakim, a willingness to stay there, a desire to become 
acquainted with its story, and an attempt to start a new cycle of life 
from this narrative. $is is the most important point: to breathe new 
life from within the existent.

But the process is not intended to be a linear or local-patriotic 
continuation of the city’s sad history. On the contrary: it o(ers 
a dialectical, critical, alternative perspective. Demolishing or 
overlooking an existing building and the construction of a new one, 
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Z.E.  In our case, we want to take a deserted factory which has been vacant 
for decades, and #ll the building with new programs. It is a gigantic 
building which previously functioned as the major source of livelihood 
for the town. Its story is emblematic of the greater story of the 
dissolution of the Israeli welfare state and the shi%ing of responsibility to 
the private sector. $e failure of the factories in the development towns 
led to the opposite radical conclusion, of sweeping privatization and 
a clearance sale of the state’s industrial real-estate holdings. $e once 
government-owned Mivnei Taasiya (Industrial Building) company 
was privatized, and became the owner of the majority of industrial and 
storage structures constructed in the periphery in the country’s #rst 
decades. $e commercial value of this property is not high enough at 
the moment, and the owner has no real interest to better it. At times, 
as in the case of the Of-Ar factory, it is also di!cult to lease it, and it is 
not worth tearing it down either. In order to avoid paying property tax, 
the building is le% without a roof, in anticipation of better days—for an 
increase in the local real estate values or a zoning change to residential 
or commercial use. In the meantime, the city is forced to live with an 
eyesore, and a monumental reminder of its ongoing failure.

In fact, behind this story lies the conceptual farfetchedness innate 
to the very construction of the development towns: being factory 
towns, they are in fact devoid of any real economic justi#cation in 
the lack of a diversi#ed, stable employment infrastructure. $us, 
these towns are not self-su!cient; in the past they depended on state 
support, and today they rely on the good will of the private market. 
Currently, however, it is not worthwhile for the private market to create 
sources of income in these places. It doesn’t work; it’s not pro#table.

I think that our proposal enables all parties involved, including 
IBC (Industrial Building Corporation), to bene#t from the revival of 
the property. In Israel there are still no successful models to prove our 
point, therefore it is a long and frustrating process. But the project’s 
success may generate interest in all such deserted structures in the 
periphery; it may illustrate how their transformation into active sites 
may accelerate processes of urban renewal and lead to rise in real estate 
values. I believe it will happen—but slowly, because we are concerned 
with creativity and productivity which must arise from the #eld, from 
the town itself, from local entrepreneurship of the type that Krispel is 
trying to foster.

Y.D.  I have always had con'icted feelings of attraction-rejection to the white 
cube. $is di!culty stemmed from the experience of the white housing 
unit and the concrete. To me, the experience of concrete was inhuman, 
an experience of an anti-Mediterranean architecture.

Z.E.  Are you talking about exposed concrete?
Y.D.  Concrete in general.
Z.E.  $e concrete which the eye sees?
Y.D.  $e concrete which imprisons a society and a culture in a housing 

project apartment; the columns and 'oor tiles which ostensibly 
obstruct the cultural narrative of the Levant, disregarding the local 
climate. Paradoxically, however, I did relate to the way in which the 
desert wind and the sand caress the concrete, creating a beautiful blend. 
How do you see the public housing architecture in the Negev? What do 
you think of public housing which has ceased in Israel in general and 
in the periphery in particular?

Z.E.  I think that the state’s extrication from public housing should be 
condemned. By deserting the public housing project, the state, in fact, 
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even a wedding hall which is currently nowhere to be found in Ofakim.
Y.D.  In our trio, together with Krispel, we have had magical moments in 

which culture, society, and employment were tied together, a model 
which may work well in any periphery the world over. Initially there 
was a gap between the initiatives in which Krispel is involved, such as 
an employment-promotion incubator, and my proposals, such as an art 
center, a desert archive, and a multicultural garden. Later along the way 
we developed the workshops and motel, which glue all these initiatives 
together—from studies of culture and art to vocational training.

Z.E.  $is was a wonderful moment. I hope there will be many more.
Y.D.  $ere will be.
Z.E. Because on the bottom line, if we build here another detached 

philanthropic institution which is sustained exclusively by donations, 
rather than a living place which provides livelihood and interest to the 
local residents, it won’t survive in the long run. $erefore I strongly 
support Krispel’s approach, which tries to develop local business 
entrepreneurship. I think that his project is extremely signi#cant, and I 
hope we succeed in really bringing everything together.

Y.D.  $ere was also that moment in which we talked about a multipurpose 
hall which would be used for weddings, movie screenings (in the lack 
of a cinematheque in Ofakim), and conventions. Residents of the 
neighboring moshavim and kibbutzim will be able to come to the city 
for a show or hold a conference there—activities which would create 
a fresh connection founded on a cultural basis with the residents of 
Ofakim. $e same hall would also be used for concerts—one day, a 
concert of Amharic music, another day classical music or a repertoire 
of Mizrahi music—everything under a single roof, from a Fellini movie 
to a wedding, a place for all cultures in a multichannel 'ux. I think 

such a model should be implemented in all the public institutions in 
Israel in order to create cultural 'exibility which truly corresponds 
with the place. What is a public institution, a%er all? It is a place whose 
doors are open to everyone, to the entire spectrum of Israeli society. 
In the multicultural garden project which I suggested, for instance, 
every resident of Ofakim can #nd representation of his culture and 
may identify through plants brought from the various countries of 
origin. During my childhood and youth, the established cultural 
institutions were places which conveyed isolation and alienation, 
and were detached from my cultural origins which are bound with 
Mediterranean multiculturalism. $e Of-Ar Project is a model I would 
call a tikkun—a recti#cation, correction, mending, healing.

Z.E.  Perhaps it is a type of capsule which strives to say something about 
the immigrant state created here, which tried in vain to produce a 
mental melting pot. Our capsule can now ask: When will the national 
enterprise of erasure and uni#cation end, and a cultural encounter of 
an open civic society begin?

Y.D.  In the Of-Ar Project it was important to me that our endeavor—two 
years of research and work meetings—would yield a practicable 
program. In one of his publications, Yitzhak Krispel described a 
situation which I remember from my own youth: every year signposts 
would pop out in town declaring that an employment project was to 
be built here, a cultural center there, a sports center here, and a youth, 
culture, and sport center there. None of this ever happened. $ese were 
signs of promises which shriveled up in the sun. I wonder, how could 
this happen? Can you explain the bureaucratic apparatuses which led 
to this? If we understand them, perhaps we may be able to prevent the 
next failure, the tragedy of the periphery.
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intentions but, for some reason, in reality, they construct “facilities” 
rather than human architecture. I call these buildings “Crembos” (a%er 
the chocolate-coated, biscuit-base marshmallow 'u( treats)—these 
are the public housing projects built in the 1990s, in Ariel Sharon’s 
time as Housing Minister, when the waves of Russian and Ethiopian 
immigration and families of Palestinian collaborators began to come 
to Ofakim. At night they used to dry the concrete with #re so that, two 
days later, they could construct the next 'oor, and #nally—everything 
would be coated with a textured decorative coating due to which I 
nickname this Crembo architecture. $e south as a storehouse, a storer. 
How can this phenomenon be resolved? How can we guarantee that it 
won’t be repeated?

Z.E.  What you say about the actual results of speeding up the planning 
and construction processes, indicates mere conceit and pure political 
corruption. I have nothing to add to that. But your frustration with 
what you call “facility architecture” touches upon a broader problem, 
the problem of provinciality. I think that our collaboration, even if 
we never said it in so many words, is based on an all-out war against 
provinciality on various fronts. Because there is no innate problem to 
the peripheral condition, but only when it is perceived by itself and 
others as synonymous with a provincial position. $e all too simple 
link between one’s location in the periphery and being provincial 
o%en results from a sense of inferiority and discrimination, feelings 
which seek compensation in the form of material and visual excess. 
In architecture the result is exaggerated, heaped structures devoid 
of context or proportion, which attempt to allude to or imitate other 
places, thereby only enhancing the alienation from their immediate 
surroundings. $ese are the “facilities” you mentioned: a product of 

provinciality, namely—rejection of the province or the provincial town 
as such, and an attempt to replace it with something else—a forced, 
ultimately ridiculous attempt.

As for us, we try to change the tone and obtain positivity by concrete 
and restrained engagement with the city as it is, with a rational analysis 
of real needs and realistic development possibilities. We examine existing 
spaces and buildings with which we may work, improve or convert 
so they may contain and rede#ne the civic space and everyday life in 
town. Instead of creating great expectations, which might later collapse 
and cause more disappointment, we wish to e(ectuate exposure of the 
place’s particularity. If we succeed, it will be a tremendous achievement 
for me because it will bequeath cultural self-con#dence which will 
enable serious, methodical grass roots work “from below,” by the local 
population. $is is, as far as I am concerned, true sustainability: a 
reversal of the patronizing approach that throws limited solutions which 
only heighten the architectural junk heap. It is hard to create something 
sustainable a-priori. None of us has the Philosophers’ Stone, but we hope 
we will be able to provide the project with good chances of survival 
based on the assumption which regards environmental or architectural 
sustainability as a byproduct of social and cultural vitality.

We are all familiar with ambitious cultural enterprises in the 
periphery, plans to establish museums, theaters, etc. $e damage 
caused by these initiatives is greater than their bene#t if they are not 
umbilically tied with the needs and possibilities of the place. Your vision 
is di(erent: in our initial meetings you speci#ed why your program was 
not artistic for its own sake or merely cultural, because it draws on a 
major pedagogical aspect, on professional and business training and on 
aspects of civilian routine and public activity. We talked about a park, 
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sports centers” are an extreme example of “decreed” architecture, along 
with their programmatic contents: plays and other cultural events 
dissociated from the cultural repertoire of the local communities 
hailing from North Africa, Ethiopia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan. In the 
periphery, I believe it is important to acknowledge and empower the 
locally emerging culture, and this is, in fact, what I do: I support art 
practice created in the periphery, one which relates to the social and 
cultural situation in the development towns. Much like the kibbutzim, 
where there has always been cultural activity (e.g. art galleries) and a 
cultural discourse. In the development towns, on the other hand, there 
have never been art galleries or venues for presentation of art; nothing 
on that level was ever done.

Z.E.  In the development towns there is an excess, not a lack, of public facilities 
and public areas. $is is not necessarily good or desirable, because it is 
an entirely random presence, statistical data, bureaucratic lip service 
which is not underlain by consideration of real needs. $erefore, in 
situ, this excess becomes a burden, it becomes a maintenance problem. 
$is may be seen, for instance, in open public spaces, such as public 
gardens and parks, especially in the South: irrigation and maintenance 
are costly, and the gardens become neglected open areas in the centers 
of these cities. Many public buildings remain without activity, and 
eventually, they are either taken over by various associations or simply 
shut, slowly succumbing to the elements and vandalism.

And then, lo and behold, as if there were no empty buildings 
available, all of a sudden more funds arrive from somewhere—from 
the National Lottery Council, the Jewish Agency, or some budgetary 
le%over—and a decision is made to erect another public building. 
It’s easier then tending to old ones, and requires no thinking about 

adaptation of an existing building. You build something new, and 
several years later it stands empty. $ese chronicles bespeak the 
arbitrariness typical of decision-making from above; some entity that 
gained some budget and scattered several such structures throughout 
the country. It is not a local initiative based on a real need.

In our joint work we strive for the exact opposite, and thereby 
change the tumult le% by arbitrary planning processes “from above.” I 
believe that the best prospect for architectural success in the periphery 
lies in local initiatives for development and renewal, which do not 
deplore the existing town, or try to erase it and transform it into 
another place, but rather strive to work within it, to improve and revive 
it, to recycle whatever possible: deserted buildings, neglected public 
spaces, public housing projects which may be upgraded or converted.

Currently there are two rather apocalyptic known architectural 
options: one is endlessly reproduced structures such as those of the 
Lottery Council, planted in various places without any variation; the 
other is ostensibly “iconic” architecture which endeavors to create a 
“Bilbao e(ect” and ultimately erects ludicrous fantasies which make 
the periphery a laughingstock. Vis-à-vis these options, we simply 
propose to work with what is at hand. $ere is, as aforesaid, a profusion 
of unused or nonfunctioning structures which may be “translated” to 
today’s needs and standards, and charged with relevant programs.

Y.D.  In the Of-Ar Project we o%en had to apply to the local authorities, the 
state and its institutions, and we learned that the same general question 
about the Negev and the periphery arises time and again: how can sane 
architects and architecture be brought into the place to construct a 
sincere, visionary architecture on a desert scale, a periphery scale? Why, 
in fact, does this not happen? $e public institutions are full of good 
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housing projects into fully 'edged neighborhoods.
Public housing projects tend to remain anonymous objects which 

'oat in space, detached from their environment. If they are not 
transformed, via some process, into a neighborhood or communal 
organism, they are doomed, both architecturally and socially, to 
gradual degeneration and destruction. $e urban renewal project did 
not at all deal with the relationship between housing blocks or the 
public space between them, and therefore it was destined to fail.

My research on the architecture of the State’s early days was 
presented in an exhibition staged in 2000 at the Tel Aviv Museum of 
Art and in the books which accompanied that show. $ese triggered 
some awareness on the part of the public, especially among the 
community of architects, to the subject which was not considered 
interesting enough at the time. In the academy too, at Bezalel, we 
focused on routine, consistent study of the sites constructed in the 
1950s and 1960s. We visited these sites with the students to listen to the 
residents and community leaders, and to conceive of ways to apply a 
detailed and comprehensive—I would even say holistic—constructive 
view to them, one which does not isolate a single given aspect, but 
rather strives to comprehend these towns and neighborhoods as 
whole systems, organic environments, vital communities which do not 
require dramatic involvement from the outside, but rather intervention 
which may induce transformative processes of urban renewal and a 
change of image.

You were involved in such academic activity in which students of 
architecture from Bezalel studied Ofakim and proposed rather creative 
projects based on moderate processes of transformation which involve 
and empower the local community. $e lesson gained by the students 

was in#nitely more complex and important, both professionally and 
ethically, than any academic exercise in which they are asked to plan 
a new building in an imaginary setting. For me, this academic activity 
is not a youth movement type mission in the wild frontier areas, but 
rather a professional lesson highly relevant to architects.

Moreover, I must stress that my engagement with periphery 
towns stems from a real interest in their future and their architectural 
possibilities. Precisely due to their relative distance from the center, 
their ostensible remoteness, they have not undergone processes of 
accelerated, at times monstrous, development, as did the cities in the 
country’s center—e.g. Petach Tikva, Rishon LeZion, Holon. $e slow 
processes in the periphery prevented “urbanicide” and hence preserved 
the original urban patterns which contain good qualities despite all the 
criticism. $is may be felt when visiting these towns today. $rough the 
wretchedness, they clearly retain a unique character and convey a sense 
of real bond between the community and the place. Paradoxically, 
they display less alienation than the cities bordering on the center, 
therefore their prospects for the future are better. $eir relatively slow 
development has enabled them to preserve their character and foster 
their idiosyncrasy: they will not be generic towns.

Y.D.  In the southern periphery there is a large concentration of immigrants 
from North Africa. In our project I felt, for the #rst time, that we 
managed to advance to the stage in which public architecture furnishes 
the minorities with an identity—a historical moment in which a fresh, 
positive 'ow is visible, and the con'ict between the minorities and the 
public architecture of the 1970s is erased; a moment in which public 
architecture waives its status as an establishment “decree”, and opens 
up to recognition of multiculturalism. $e local “culture, youth, and 
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for a given factory or a small group of factories, on which they were 
wholly dependent for their subsistence. Some of the industries that 
moved to the periphery did not survive, whether due to local economic 
di!culties or more global processes and the migration of industries to 
even less expensive, distant places. $e company towns thus lost their 
source of income, and were forced to rely on various tax bene#ts and 
welfare allowances to survive. Even today, some sixty years a%er their 
establishment, the majority of development towns “enjoy” di(erent 
measures of legal tax-exemption; in other words, they are de#ned as 
failed, disabled towns unable to support themselves. Numerically too, 
I think most of them haven’t yet reached the population envisioned 
by their planners. $e planners’ regional vision, which pictured these 
cities as commercial and cultural centers of rural areas that would 
surround them and use them, never came about.

$is wretchedness of arbitrarily-erected forlorn towns is still 
discernible today: not only in their underdevelopment, but also in the 
neglect and destruction of public spaces and buildings which were 
constructed and abandoned over the years, and remained as urban 
ruins reminding the citizens of the bleak chronicles of their town. $is 
is, ultimately, the theme of our joint project: the factories, the town’s 
sources of livelihood and life, which were deserted, and have been 
standing empty for decades. $eir real estate value is o%en so low that 
it is not even economical to raze them and build something else in their 
stead. $ey remain as hollow shells which perpetuate the nightmarish 
vision of the development towns in the desert.

As for the public housing projects you mentioned, I think it 
was a beautiful, awe-inspiring project. It is hard for me to criticize 
the very intention of the welfare state in the 1950s and 1960s to 

provide all its citizens with decent housing. Even if it was an all-too 
patronizing and all-too schematic project, it was still very worthy. 
Moreover, from the #ndings of my research I conclude that it was 
also carried out with a considerable measure of professionalism and 
skill. It should not be taken for granted that all the immigrants, all 
the newcomers, received permanent housing within several years of 
their arrival—indeed minimal, yet modern, namely with kitchen and 
bathroom. $is mass housing project was planned by skilled architects 
who did their best under the circumstances and with limited means, 
and arrived at architectural achievements which were later studied 
by other developing countries. $e problem was that a%er the #rst 
decades, the state stopped fostering and developing public housing, 
and what constituted a decent solution in the austerity period was no 
longer suitable. $e public housing project, which remained as it was 
originally built, no longer met the changing needs, and the buildings’ 
physical condition gradually deteriorated.

$e urban renewal project in the 1970s and 1980s, the Likud’s 
“response” to the socialist patronization, was more harmful than 
bene#cial: it renovated the housing blocks and made them apparently 
more aesthetic, but in fact only saw to mere decorative aspects of 
façade design, painting, laundry nooks, and various inexpensive 
coatings. It was a propagandist rather than architectural project, to 
a large extent, which only deepened the gap between the center and 
the periphery. Instead of investing in the architecture itself, namely in 
enlarging the apartments and improving the spatial qualities of existing 
buildings, while constructing suitable new buildings and conceiving 
of a neighborhood fabric—the project focused on cheap, short-lived 
renovation. An opportunity was missed here to transform the public 
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well-o( cities, but their architecture has nothing to do with the desert 
apart, of course, from their reference to the wilderness as a natural 
obstruction that needs to be overcome. $ese cities are in the desert 
only to conquer it; to this end, they harness every possible technology 
and create within them impervious arti#cial environments controlled 
by systems of air-conditioning (so called “climate control”), lighting, 
and an exotic interior design. Robert Venturi, in his remarkable book 
Learning from Las Vegas, describes these fake interiors where one loses 
all sense of time and place (therefore it is easier to become addicted to 
gambling). Ben-Gurion’s Zionism, incidentally, is impressed with the 
desert, fascinated by its powerful landscapes and metaphysical quality, 
but it is also engaged with a rhetoric of “conquering the wilderness,” 
of subduing the desert. Ben-Gurion’s attraction to the desert is clearly 
not only political or strategic; he is drawn to “this void,” as he describes 
the Negev, and at the same time—he strives to #ll it, namely: he 
wants to settle it, but at the same time leave it empty, raw, exposed, 
autochthonous.

But let’s start at the beginning. I have come to Ofakim, to work 
with you, on research which, in fact, began in the mid-1990s and has 
continued since. $is work explores the planning and building of the 
State of Israel since its beginnings. My basic argument is that it was, 
in fact, a single centralist planning project which was highly conscious 
of the relationship between center and periphery. In fact, it is centered 
on the theme of periphery or frontier: a well-intended and carefully 
managed attempt to “peripherialize” the entire country, to #ght 
citizens’—especially immigrants and refugees (as was the case in the 
state’s early days)—tendency to gather into the geographical and urban 
center by arti#cial means, namely with the tools of spatial planning. 

Obviously, this corresponds with the desire to #ght the desert, conquer 
and domesticate it, hence it is a self-defeating project, absorbed in a 
Quixotic duel with itself. $e concept—noble in itself—of empowering 
the periphery at the expense of the center never materializes by virtue 
of bureaucratic decisions, but only through a slow historical process 
and based on market forces and spontaneous movement of internal 
migration. $e more the state attempts to scatter the center and settle 
the periphery by force, the more it increases the social and economic 
gap between them. Since the strong, veteran population does not fall 
for the pioneering rhetoric, the weaker immigrants remain in the 
periphery by themselves, as the passive objects of a forlorn social and 
geographical experiment.

Y.D.  $at is very bad…
Z.E.  Because those who come to the periphery, to the desert, come against 

their will—not voluntarily, not for ideological reasons, not for a 
livelihood, certainly not for love of the desert. $is experiment was 
doomed—and this was also clear to the planners and politicians in 
the 1950s—but it continued anyhow. Its manifestation in the #eld was 
a large number of new instant cities—regional towns, as they were 
initially called, before they became known as development towns—as 
well as scores of agricultural settlements, only a small part of which 
truly succeeded in clinging to the land, and most of them struggle 
for survival to this day. Most of the new frontier towns which were 
built neither succeeded nor developed, in terms of both the number 
of inhabitants and the standard of living. In most instances, there was 
no organic reason for their location, nor any economic consideration. 
Sources of income had to be invented, and some of them functioned, in 
fact, as company towns, namely—towns built to provide a work force 
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architecture which is entirely functional, without any aesthetic or 
cultural consideration regarding the place.

$ree concerns accompany these re'ections, o(ering points 
of departure for a dialogue between us. First, the thoughts about 
Ofakim and the desert have expanded toward providing a solution 
and a response to the Negev’s greatest problem today, what I call an 
“architecture of engineers” who create “facilities.” What are facilities? 
$e most striking manifestation of this are public buildings such as 
cultural centers, schools, colleges which are typi#ed by beige ceramic 
tiling, security doors in opaque blue, windows and doors directly 
extracted from the Klil Ltd. catalogue, and green lattices. As a youth, I 
never set foot in a culture, youth, and sports center (as per their Hebrew 
acronym). As someone who lived in a public housing project (shikun) 
“housing unit” and experienced his habitat as unfriendly architecture, 
it was hard for me to enter an architecture which, to me, was ugly and 
did not represent the citizens. Worse still, I couldn’t bear the identity 
generated by these buildings, the way in which they presented the 
residents of the periphery to the outside, saying: $is is the periphery, 
and these are its people.

$e second concern is the visibility of the public housing 
projects and of their renovation—the so called “shikum shkhunot” 
(project renewal or neighborhood rehabilitation)—which makes 
public housing look bad. How does this manifest itself? By painting 
the buildings screaming yellow covered with brown ceramic tiles. In 
Yeruham you even #nd #ctive tile roofs to create the atmosphere of 
the Netherlands. $eir function is not coverage, but rather conveying 
an arti#cial feeling of an “ostensibly” resident-friendly neighborhood. 
I think it is important to inquire into this, and to initiate a discussion 

which should lead to #nding solutions to the situation, a process which 
would open a door to end these phenomena. $roughout the process 
we have undergone in the past two years, we saw that this was the result 
of political decisions, a physical expression of a certain degeneration in 
the perceptions of decision-makers, which torpedoes any good will to 
make a change.

Ofakim, which is located at the entrance to the desert, is a part 
of the Zionist Enterprise’s policy to “furnish,” build, and populate 
the wilderness. In this context, I have always felt that a vision of 
architecture on a human scale, a scale which would be congruent with 
the cultural sensitivities of the local residents, ought to be formulated. 
One must wonder, what is desert architecture at all. Once again: the 
construction today is ugly because it is dependent on the decisions of 
private contractors (there is no public construction today), whose sole 
consideration is pro#t, so once again we #nd ourselves with ceramic 
tiles. In her novel !e Eye of the Cat, Haviva Pedaya masterfully 
describes how Beersheba’s construction waste litters the wadis with 
those ceramic tiles, concrete, and plasterboard, whose pollution 
in#ltrates the desert soil.

$e third concern is the need to plan a cultural center whose 
identity will be connected to the place and its residents, a structure 
whose architecture will create a continuum of local memory. I am 
referring to the use of one of the deserted factories, the most dominant 
among them: the Of-Ar factory.

Zvi Efrat: First of all, with regard to architecture in the desert, what is desert 
architecture? Some say American cities such as Phoenix, Arizona and 
Las Vegas, Nevada are good models for desert cities. $ey are indeed 
located in a desert environment and are successful, thriving, rather 
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Ofakim:
!oughts on Vernacular Aesthetics and Architecture

Yosef-Joseph Dadoune converses with Zvi Efrat

Yosef-Joseph Dadoune: As a resident of Ofakim, I wanted the project to span 
several aspects: the social aspect; the aesthetic aspect—in the sense of 
aesthetics which emerges from the place, the local, desert place; and 
the geographical-historical aspect—our location in the Mediterranean 
Basin and the Levant. I realized that the desert in which I live is no 
longer the wilderness in its primeval sense, even though in previous 
works I did relate to this facet. I realized there was something new, 
di(erent here: a “realistic” desert which is de#ned di(erently by 
economic and political functions. $us, for example, realism reigns 
supreme in the #eld of construction; it lacks all poetry. $e desert in 
which I live is a periphery by the very creation and de#nition of the 
towns and cities occupying it; places such as Sderot, Netivot, and 
Ofakim, on the one hand, Yeruham, Arad, and Mitzpe Ramon, on the 
other, and Beersheba in the middle, in fact erase the desert.

According to Emmanuel Anati, this entire desert has been a 
periphery of the Near East since ancient times, wedged between the 
large metropolises of Egypt and Syria, where the Eastern capitals were. 
$e Israelites wandered in a desert which was the periphery of the 
East. But this is the biblical myth, and now I experience the phase of a 
desert which is not a myth. Now we are in the present, and this present 
is manifested in building initiatives: cranes, dust, trucks, tractors, 
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hear the buzzing of airplanes. All that is le% of this action are two concrete 
steles, like distant echoes of Virilio’s “survival machines,”8 the bunkers 
invading the town. 

If the #lms comprising the series In the Desert interrogate this 
fragmentary space as a construction and its failure, the Of-Ar Project 
reinstates the periphery in its visionary place.

A Utopia

$e character of the project for the rehabilitation of the Of-Ar factory derives 
from the combination of two complementary visions—that of the artist who 
experienced the city intimately, and that of the architect who analyzed its 
planning. $eir partnership led to a social, economic, and cultural project 
that excludes no one. $ey conceived of the rehabilitated factory as a 
multifunctional modular space designated for providing both services and 
cultural activities such as shops, a business incubator, and an employment 
agency together with artist studios, exhibition spaces, or a library and 
archives dedicated to the desert and the history of immigration in Ofakim 
and its surroundings.

$e Of-Ar factory, conceived by architects Rudolf Troessler and Yitzhak 
Rapoport, opened in 1961 and closed twenty-#ve years later. All that remains 
now is a New-Agist industrial ruin with open skies in the heart of the town, 
in the center of the periphery. 

Zvi Efrat’s architectural approach is self-de#ned as “Doing Almost 
Nothing”.9 It involves an archaeological approach to the building, or at 
least an accurate historical understanding of the pre-existent structure 
and previous intentions, before intervening with a minimal, yet sharp and 
respectful gesture. $e Of-Ar Project follows this approach and appears 

as a hybrid space between the building as it is and a tamed nature. $is 
rehabilitation is conceived as a continuum rather than as a renovation: hence 
the idea of maintaining partially open ceilings and creating a botanical 
garden with various species from the Ofakim residents’ countries of origin. 
$is garden may be construed as an extension of what Efrat refers to as 
“the peripheral garden cities of yesterday.” As the architect remarks, “Once 
the political settlements beyond the Green Line are forced to return to the 
legal boundaries of the state, the peripheral garden cities of yesterday will 
undoubtedly become the most desirable land reserves: the last option for the 
suburban ‘quality of life’ revered by a society that never really coped with 
its own socialist-agrarian rhetoric and never really sublimated the values of 
liberal urban life.”10 

$e use of the Of-Ar Project to help bring about the rebirth of the 
periphery re'ects a utopia where the artistic impulse cannot substitute itself 
for the collective will. As I revise this text, social protest is growing in Israel, 
demanding a welfare state. Within this context, such a project as Dadoune’s 
Of-Ar Project should no longer appear as a utopia, but as an emergency 
measure. Dadoune’s work is deeply rooted in the complex political and 
geographical realities of Israel and its surrounding territories—yet, the artist 
manages to steer free of literalism. 

Audrey Illouz is an art critic and independent curator based in Paris. She is a regular contributor to major 
magazines worldwide, including FlashArt (Milan and New York), artpress (Paris), and frieze (London).

$e text was initially released in a shorter version in artpress 377 (April 2011), trans. L-S Torgo(.

1.  Zvi Efrat (b. Israel, 1959) is an architect, historian, and architecture critic. His book !e Israeli 
Project: Building and Architecture, 1948-1973 (Tel Aviv Museum of Art, 2004) examines the 
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Constructions

Plans for the next #lm, Ofakim (2010), sprouted in this cultural desert. A 
group of ten teenagers (aged 16-17), selected a%er auditions, took part in the 
preparatory workshop, a program entirely worked out by Dadoune himself, 
including professionally-led courses in yoga, photography, and drama, visits 
to art shows and discussion of how their town was perceived. $e #lm brings 
together these teenagers who hail from di(erent backgrounds (Turkish, 
Polish, and Indian), who were born in or recently immigrated to Ofakim. 
Together, they carry a missile from the Of-Ar factory downtown, to the 
town center, walk out of the city, and cross the verdant kibbutz #elds and 
the neighboring military training camps before heading into the hills and 
vanishing over the horizon. $is slow, silent march through the desert is like 
a funeral procession. It heralds a perpetual re-beginning, echoing the myth 
of Sisyphus.

Dadoune subverts the iconography of 1950s heroic Zionist propaganda 
by inverting the image of the pioneers who build the country. At some point, 
one may identify an allusion to Jacob Rosner’s photograph, Founding Yehiam 
(1946, KKL-JNF Photo Archive), in which a single #le of laborers in a desert 
carry wooden planks on their shoulders.4 $eir constructive enthusiasm is now 
funereal. In that period’s iconic panning shots of group training in the desert, 
the depersonalized collective was superior to the individual, as manifested in 
Amiram Erev’s photograph, Nahal (Fighting Pioneer Youth) Members Hiking to 
Rosh Zohar (1949).5 In Dadoune’s #lm, however, the individual tries to escape 
from the group. $en there are the signs marking a border in the middle of 
nowhere. Fritz Schlesinger’s photograph, View near the Border, Mount Zion, 
Jerusalem (1950) is one of many examples.6 In Ofakim, the sign marking 
the military base attests to the complexity of the territory, prompting one to 

contemplate the frontier as an endlessly renegotiated space. 
Destruction versus construction, disappointment versus con#dence 

and hope, frontier versus border: Ofakim would appear as a disillusioned, 
dark fable if it were disconnected from the cycle In the Desert and especially 
from the Of-Ar utopia. To better capture this complexity, Dadoune organized 
a showing of Ofakim (in May 2010) in one of the town’s historical sites, 
the Patish Cave situated below the Ottoman citadel built in 1894, with an 
audience made up of Ofakim inhabitants—also including the musician and 
musicologist Piris Eliyahu, a Middle East specialist, hence multiplying the 
layers of history.

Two additional works unfold attempts to come to grips with this 
landscape. Phoenix (2010) comprises two screens. $e #rst shows a sequence 
shot: in the foreground, an empty lot; in the center, an ancient acacia; in the 
background, a horizon formed by a line of single-family homes; and beyond, 
the sky. $e acacia indicates the scale of the landscape. We see Dadoune 
being carried, like an acrobat, to the tree. On the second screen, the framing 
and montage make Dadoune seem as if he were suspended in a void. In 
parallel with this metaphysical dimension and the apprehension of the void, 
the strati#cation of the image raises the issue of the landscape’s construction. 
As a non-imported element of memory, the tree plays a historical role in this 
context too.

Unlike that of Phoenix, the plot of  the #lm In the Desert (2010) revisits 
the burial process. A%er the digging of a pit, a cypress tree and a palm tree 
are buried in it, and with them—the cultural constructions and exoticism 
that are part of the underlying myth. $e landscape becomes metaphorical. 
As emphasized by Naama Haikin, “[T]he sabra (prickly pear), the olive tree, 
the #g tree, and the oak [are] symbols of nativeness, while the cypress and the 
pine … symbolize Zionism and modernity.”7 Once the hole is dug, you can 
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Horizons Rising from the Frontier

Audrey Illouz

Ofakim (Heb. horizons; knowledge) is the name of a “development 
town” situated at the edge of the Negev Desert (20 km from Gaza) where 
Yosef-Joseph Dadoune’s mother settled when he was #ve. Ofakim is also the 
backdrop to his #lms Chanti, Universes, and the feature length Sion, which 
explore the themes of identity, myth, and the construction of culture on the 
line between East and West in an expressionist, even exuberant fashion—a 
#rst cycle of works voicing Dadoune’s cry. 

Since 2009, Dadoune has been toiling on another cycle of works entitled 
In the Desert, centered on Ofakim’s economic, social, and cultural life. While 
the #lm Ofakim, made in collaboration with local teenagers, was the point of 
departure for this cycle, its keystone is Of-Ar Project: a project to rehabilitate 
an old textile factory undertaken by the artist together with architect Zvi 
Efrat and social activist Yitzhak Krispel.1 

Pioneers, the frontier, the immensity of the desert—this vocabulary 
conjures up the old American West. But there is not even a hint of exoticism 
here; the point is to understand the space, and adopt a “micropolitical” 
approach, “a strategy of the economy of desire in the social #eld,”2 with which 
to consider solutions for one of the world’s most complex geopolitical areas, 
where black-and-white thinking is more than ever an obstacle to progress. 

!e Failure of Experimentation

To understand Ofakim—a “new town” or “development town” founded in 
1955, with a current population of approx. 24,000 inhabitants and one of 
the highest unemployment rates in the country—one must #rst review the 
planning policies adopted by the strategists of the “Israeli project” in the 
1950s, based on the 1947 partition of Palestine. $e aim was to settle the new 
country’s periphery with immigrants from North Africa and Asia. $us some 
thirty “development towns” sprang up, in'uenced by the examples of Soviet 
planning, European reconstruction, and the birth of “new towns.” Sixty years 
later it must be admitted that the experiment ended in failure.3 Despite its 
location at the country’s far reaches, Ofakim was to be a small urban core 
around which other forms of settlement (kibbutzim, moshavim, and military 
bases) were to be built. As it turned out, there was little interaction between 
this center populated by poor settlers and the surrounding settlements 
populated and run by the country’s elite. When its textile factories began to 
collapse in the early 1980s, the town became economically asphyxiated and 
totally isolated. 

Horizons Fragments (2009) is about this failure: the gra!ti-covered ruins 
of an abandoned movie theater and a closed factory convey the taboos of 
identity, a striptease with no audience in an incongruous venue. $rough 
the juxtaposition of these fragments on six screens, the video installation 
produces a kaleidoscopic and equally fragmented vision of space without 
adopting a documentary approach. $is coexistence of signs conveys a sense 
of malaise—for instance the frantic tracking shot that sweeps us across the 
social and physical landscape. 
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Fortunately, this story has no epilogue. Ofakim is alive and kicking, home to 
over 20,000 residents. $e scars of the past are still evident, reminding us of 
the state engineering, the establishment aggression, the market limitations  
and the signs of power and control in the work relations. While these are 
indeed powerful forces, man—as repeatedly arises from Dadoune’s work—is 
hungry for life, and hope may be pinned on this. A refreshing project has 
recently been launched on site, the Of-Ar Project, based entirely on local 
fortes, such as the impressive Of-Ar building, but mainly—the blooming 
buds of local culture and community. $e project o(ers a di(erent future, 
less engineered and quieter, one which opens up a space for contemplation 
and yearning. In the creation of this local vision, Dadoune collaborated 
with architect Zvi Efrat of the Bezalel Academy of Art and Design, and 
with Yitzhak Krispel, one of the founders of the non-pro#t Ahuzat Negev 
Association. $eir project shows us once again that collaboration and vision 
may alter the story’s ending.

1. Quote from the police representative in a meeting of the Absorption Committee in 1962; Archives 
of the Pinhas Lavon Institute for Labour Movement Research, Tel Aviv [henceforth Lavon Institute 
Archive], IV-250-7-84 [Hebrew].

2.  Interviewee: Yoel Ojifa. Transcripts of the interviews are held by the author [Hebrew].
3.  See “Report of the Committee for Economic Examination of the Development and Construction 

Plans,” August 1949, p. 13; Israel State Archives, Prime Minister’s O!ce, #le c-5510 no. 2960. For 
the discussions with outside experts, see ibid., #le c-5513 no. 3015 [all in Hebrew].

4.  See, for example, a letter from the Ofakim Labor Council secretary, Amihai Maor, 28 January 1958; 
Lavon Institute Archive, IV-208-1-9561 [Hebrew].

5.  $e archives are rife with such descriptions, as in the letter sent by the Ofakim Labor Council 
secretary to Mr. Levanon of the Ministry of Labor Employment Department in Beer Sheva dated 
December 24, 1958; Lavon Institute Archive, IV-250-7-2a.

6.  See the exhibition “Of-Ar: Working Architecture” (Architect’s House Gallery, Ja(a, 2007; curators: 
Shelly Cohen and Shani Bar-On) in which Dadoune participated, and which dealt with the factory.

7.  See a symposium with industry leaders in Israel: Avraham Tsohar, “$e Distress in the Textile and 
Clothing Industry: a Symposium,” Textile and Fashion Digest, 100:2 (1983), pp. 16, 19 [Hebrew].

8.  See reviews by economists in the daily Davar: David Lipkin, 2 January 1981; Teddy Preuss, 8 
January 1981. For a macro-economic analysis, see: Yoram Ben-Porath (ed.), !e Israeli Economy: 
Maturing through Crisis (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1986), pp. 1-23.

9.  On the changes in social legislation at the period, see: Avraham Doron and Ralph M. Kramer, !e 
Welfare State in Israel: the Evolution of Social Security Policy and Practice (Oxford: Westview Press, 
1991), chapter 4; John Gal, Burden by Choice? Policy towards the Unemployed in Pre-State Palestine 
and Israel, 1920-1995 (Beer Sheva: Ben Gurion University of the Negev, 2002), chapter 6 [Hebrew]. 
On the implementation of the transfer payments in the 1970s, see: Ephraim Gross, “$e Development 
of the System of Transfer Payments to Households, 1970-1978,” in Michael Bruno and Zvi Sussman 
(eds.), Economic Studies (Jerusalem: Israel Economic Association, 1979), pp. 100-112 [Hebrew]. 

10.  See: Michael Bruno, “External Shocks and Domestic Response: Macro-Economic Performance, 
1965-1982,” in: Ben-Porath, op. cit. n. 8, pp. 276-301.

11.  $is concerns the beginning of economic liberalization in Israel, which has intensi#ed since 1985; 
see: Michael Shalev, “Liberalization and the Transformation of the Political Economy,” in: Gershon 
Sha#r and Yoav Peled (eds.), !e New Israel (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1999), pp. 129-159.

12.  On the strong identi#cation of the residents of new towns with the national policy and its goals, 
see for example: Oren Yi%achel and Erez Tzfadia, Policy and Identity in the Development Towns: 
!e Case of North African Immigrants 1952–1998 (Beer Sheva: Ben Gurion University of the Negev, 
Negev Center for Regional Development, 1999) [Hebrew]. On the di(erent content infused in 
it, see: Samuel Cooper, Newgate: An Old-New Town in the Negev (Washington DC: $e Catholic 
University of America, 1978).

13.  See Lavon Institute Archive, IV-250-7-130 [Hebrew].
14.  For a list of laid o( employees before and a%er the struggle, see ibid.
15.  $is sum was paid by the Ministry of Industry and Trade. For the settlement signed on April 5, 

1981, see ibid.
16.  See Davar, 10 August 1981 [Hebrew]. Most of the money was given in exchange for the factory’s 

structures which became state property.
17.  On July 23, 1986, a%er an additional struggle by the workers, an o!cial receiver for the factory 

was appointed, and in December that year it started operating under its new owners and name; see 
Ofakim Archives, box 373 historical.

18.  $e factory was #nally closed down in September 1988; see Davar, 22 September 1988 [Hebrew]. 
At the time of the closing, it had only 45 employees.
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however, it was followed by dramatic decline.
$e factory’s predicament stemmed from several factors which together 

led to its collapse. First, like previous 'uctuations, changes occurred in 
the global commodity market which su(ered ongoing recession following 
the oil boycott and brought about a radical change in the textile industry.7 
Signs of the economic crisis of the 1980s started to show themselves in the 
local market too, which began su(ering from a slowdown in 1973.8 Unlike 
the 1960s, when the factory was “kept alive” by the state, in the late 1970s 
the rules of the game changed: the government’s commitment to keeping 
factories in the new towns declined, while “transfer payments” (guaranteed 
income, unemployment insurance, etc.) were regulated.9 $is marked a 
dramatic change in Israel’s socio-economic policies.

$e change of policy was due, inter alia, to the Likud’s rise to power in 
1977,10 but it also stemmed from the gradual strengthening of the a*uent 
classes. Whereas in the 1960s the employers were interested in fostering 
close ties with government ministries, the crawling change of policy toward 
opening the local market and lowering tari(s decreased their dependence on 
the state.11 $e state too, on its part, was now less interested in keeping the 
order and the agreements signed in the 1960s due to the entry of laborers 
from Gaza to the factory and the drop in the employment of Israelis. $ese 
changes—all of them the result of gradual processes—led to a reduction in 
the commitment of both the state and the employers to sustain the factories 
in Ofakim, as in most other new towns. Instead, the residents in these towns 
were handed over to the welfare system. Factory workers were reluctant 
to internalize the change in government policy, which had never been 
declared explicitly.

$e many crises experienced by the factory in the past made the 
workers’ representatives believe that this time too it would be rescued 

by the government. $e change in policy was deemed incomprehensible 
and irrational due to the relatively high cost of the transfer payments. $e 
employees, residents of Ofakim for the most part, knew that the state had set 
up the factories to implement the vision of settling the desert and the plans 
for population dispersion. From their point of view, no change had occurred 
in these professed goals whose underlying model they internalized over the 
years.12 It is against this backdrop that one must view the workers’ surprise 
at the announcement about Of-Ar’s closing in December 1980.13 A%er 
fortnight-long negotiations with the factory management and government 
representatives, the workers’ representatives declared a labor dispute, their 
major demand being employment. Following a struggle which involved the 
town’s entire population, its merchants, workers, and institutions, an agreement 
was obtained which “settled for” closing only the weaving department. 
Approximately 140 employees, some old-timers, were laid o( instead of 250,14 
among them the department head. $e workers received severance pay, and 
an additional 100,000 shekels to be distributed at the discretion of the workers’ 
committee and the Ofakim Labor Council.15 A rehabilitation plan was drawn 
up for the factory in exchange for its continued operation, as part of which the 
concern was given over 20 million shekels from the state.16

$e factory, however, continued to falter, and #ve years later, in June 
1986, it was closed for good.17 It was purchased by two partners at the South 
Spinning Mills, who couldn’t pull through and soon le% the place.18 In a 
tour of the site in 2004 I found employee #les scattered all around the o!ce 
area alongside professional literature. $e coatrooms had been transformed 
into goat pens. $e lot on which the building stands had been purchased by 
Eliezer Fishman, who took control of IBC (Industrial Building Corporation). 
A shopping mall was erected nearby. Neglect and sparks of life, as masterfully 
depicted in Dadoune’s Horizon Fragments, were thus juxtaposed.
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forestry, and construction—but even these were scarce,4 and residents had to 
make do with any job o(ered them. $e economic and planning void gave 
rise to a town whose almost entire population earned very low wages. $e 
#rst years were the worst: the workers su(ered from low income, delays in 
payment, and ill-treatment by the power-drunk employers.5

Ofakim’s industrialization in the 1960s changed the residents’ lives only 
slightly. $ey could earn a decent living, mainly in the textile and diamond 
factories set up in town by the government, which supported investors under 
the Law for Encouragement of Capital Investments. Of-Ar, for example, one 
of many factories established at the time in development areas, was opened 
in 1961. It was set up by Argentinean Jews, hence its name (an abbreviation 
of Ofakim-Argentina). In 1965, however, due to the heavy depression, it was 
transferred (with state assistance) to the hands of Keshet, Combined Textile 
Industries Ltd., a textile concern which included a textile dying plant in Ramat 
Gan, and another factory in Netivot, and was managed by Dov Jacobovitz and 
his son Sammy. $e father was among the pioneers of the textile industry in 
Israel, born into a family that specialized in this #eld back in Poland.

Of-Ar manufactured cotton fabrics and threads, but also social 
relationships which formed at work. In its heyday, the factory had some 
450 employees manning three shi%s. $e physical structure, employment 
arrangements, technology, professional level, work relations, etc.—all these 
entailed a hierarchical division of the work force, correlating with the general 
work market and the changes it underwent over the years. $us, for example, 
in the 1960s a division between men and women was created in the factory, 
as well as between residents of Ofakim and the area, and employees from 
other places.

Factories such as Of-Ar guaranteed stable employment, representation, 
and basic conditions; they did not, however, release the employee from his 

subordination to the system described above. Life in Ofakim was always 
tied with hard, non-rewarding work; thus the labor market continued to 
be a fettering restriction to man’s spiritual aspirations. Nonetheless, in the 
1960s and 1970s the local community saw relative prosperity, and the 
factory employees were able to support themselves and their households 
with dignity.

Neglect and Sparkles of Life

Dadoune’s oeuvre revisits the deserted Of-Ar factory time and again.6 In 
Horizon Fragments he pans out to several other ruins in town— the cotton 
gin and the local cinema—all deserted following the economic crisis of the 
1980s, the years of his childhood in Ofakim. $ese structures, as Dadoune 
masterfully shows, contain life—albeit only sparks, for neglect is everywhere. 
In the current work too, the Of-Ar building o(ers a perfect example, due to 
its beauty and uniqueness, and mainly—its size. $e building stands deserted 
since the factory’s #nal closing in 1988, but its desolation is not absolute: 
every once in a while a part of the building is leased for some purpose or 
another, undergoing transformation and renovation. At one point it even 
served as a goat pen for local 'ocks.

$e desertion of Of-Ar marks the state’s gradual withdrawal from its 
involvement in the economy, since the late 1970s to the present. Of-Ar was 
among the #rst in a long line of textile factories that su(ered di!culties, 
gradual downsizing and shutting down, and even relocation elsewhere 
outside the country. In 1979, the Keshet concern incurred debts which tallied 
up to millions of shekels, and even state intervention and fund streaming 
failed to solve the crisis. Initially, the crisis was perceived as yet another in 
a long series of crises with which the factory dealt over the years; this time, 
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And my father, my father, until his dying day—he died young, 
of heartbreak—he didn’t love the country. Truth be told, he was 
disappointed. He was disappointed. He had a di(erent status before 
coming here… there he was a merchant, you know. He had a huge 
textile store, he had a good life. He came here; not only that, they 
wanted to bring the police, he asked for a moshav near, in the north, 
near the entire family. And they said look, Ofakim is close, to Haifa. 
And then we drive for three-four hours, and they accidentally drove 
us to the border, nearly to the Gaza Strip, and we came here, all 
these black cockroaches, and he says where, you said north, where 
is the north. And than he started swearing, he said you’re cheating 
us and all that, and they said, we’ll call a cop, and my father, never 
in his entire life…, he just heard the word cop… and then, from that 
moment he was broken.2

$e burial of trees in the desert is, thus, an apt symbol for the prevention 
of liveliness and life, in the spirit of what happened in Ofakim during 
its construction. $e heavy mechanical equipment brought by Dadoune 
to the shooting site microcosmically alludes to the tractors and others 
vehicles which built Ofakim and supervised its inhabitation. $e dull desert 
uniformity is the result of over-engineering. A person whose wings (wishes, 
desires) were clipped in direct absorption, now seeks a way to regain them; 
in this spiritual quest too, he is bound to encounter countless restrictions, 
which ground him, preventing his self-realization.

Fettering the Spirit

$e aspiration for knowledge and the spirit at the core of Dadoune’s work is 
congruent with some of the traditional customs prevalent among old-timer 
Ofakim residents. $is yearning, however, is doomed to be shelved, bound, 
to come up against the restraints and restrictions of its harsh reality.

$e reality is indeed harsh. When the town was founded, there were no 
sources of livelihood in it at all, a fact rooted in the aforementioned “Sharon 
Plan.” Already in 1949, while the Planning Division was working, the plan’s 
feasibility was tested by the Hoo#en Committee headed by Eliezer Hoofein, 
economic consultant to Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion. In its conclusions, 
the committee stated: “$e Planning Division did not submit plans regarding 
employment possibilities in most of the proposed new towns. As for the 
towns for which it did submit proposals, these were rather general.”3 For 
reasons which are beyond the scope of this essay, the conclusions of the 
Ho(ein Committee were not implemented in the “Sharon Plan.” $e new 
towns were constructed according to plan and against all economic logic. 
$e prevailing logic adhered to state-constructing considerations.

Consequently, the residents of Ofakim experienced socio-economic 
deprivation. $ey were forced to take any job at any conditions, and su(ered 
humiliating treatment. $e children’s education was irregular, the health 
services were in their infancy, basic supplies were scarcely provided, but 
most of all, they felt the absence of sources of income. Local residents were 
given an “allotment” of work days from the state based on family size in what 
was then termed “busy work”—the alternative for a state welfare system at 
the time. Since there were barely any paid sources of livelihood locally, the 
residents were dependent on this state system for their most basic needs. 
$e few sources of income amounted to work in plant nurseries, agriculture, 
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redundant concrete structures, and of the neglect stemming from the failure 
of initiatives, planned and engineered contrary to all economic logic. $us, 
for example, structures that were teeming with life as factories transform into 
goat pens, and a movie theater becomes dovecot. Going to the desert is like 
confronting one’s deeds and those of the society in which one lives. At the 
same time, it can unfold a broad and hopeful horizon.

Dadoune’s work does not end with artistic confrontation. It continues on 
to practice which sprouts life out of the neglect, which relies on collaboration 
between center and periphery while blurring the boundaries between them, 
thus reducing the relevance of the dividing lines. In such power relations, 
there is no one-way in#ltration, but rather mutual-enrichment and over-
equality which allow for a relatively pink horizon in the current reality.

 
Ofakim as a Socially-Engineered Town

Ofakim is not the product of “natural” geographical, demographic, or 
economic urban development. It is not an extension of a village or a factory 
town. Its entire being is the result of social engineering during the country’s 
massive construction period, an ex-nihilo creation intended to cater to 
national needs as perceived in those days. Ofakim is an allegory for social 
engineering, one which projects on the majority of the new towns established 
in Israel in the 1950s.

Ofakim was founded in the spring of 1955 at a central spot on the “famine 
route”—the road extending between the Gilat and Magen junctions, along 
which the moshavim of the regional council Merhavim are interspersed. It is 
one of the settlemental creations of the “Sharon Plan,” presented in 1951 by 
the Government Planning Division—a master plan for Israel which would 
eventually be named a%er the head of the Planning Division, architect and 

town planner Arieh Sharon. $e fact that Ofakim remained “on paper” for 
four whole years attests to the degree of social engineering contained in it.

$e plan for settling Ofakim was likewise thoroughly engineered. 
$e buzzword “direct absorption” conceals the trauma of the absorbing 
institutions (the Jewish Agency and the state authorities) in their dealing 
with the mass waves of immigration that streamed into the young state 
immediately a%er its establishment. $e social chaos and economic 
collapse in the early 1950s led, from 1954 onward, to a policy marked 
by total control. $e immigration candidates were already classi#ed in 
their countries of origin; they were assigned to permanent settlements in 
the country before they ever embarked on the journey to Israel, and once 
they arrived, they were loaded on trucks which transported them to their 
designated new hometowns. Collective memory in this matter is sharp and 
clear: it was an aggressive chapter which le% no room for the immigrant’s 
wishes in determining his place of residence. $e newcomers were taken 
to Ofakim, o%en late at night, and forcibly removed from the trucks due to 
their reluctance to settle in distant areas. Memory is not deceptive; already in 
those days reports were published maintaining that “It is unfortunate that the 
police force’s #rst contact with the newcomers is taking them o( the buses 
bringing them to the place by force.”1 Having been taken o( the trucks, the 
newcomers were allotted temporary structures or apartments. $e authorities 
controlled everything to the last detail: the Jewish Agency was in charge of 
the immigrants’ sorting and the journey to Israel; Amidar controlled the 
apartment coordination; the police and other state entities controlled the 
overall aspects of the operation. $e price was paid in liveliness, some even 
say in life itself, as arising from the following description:
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the participants are harnessed as assistants in a technical activity partly involving industrious-
physical e(ort. Dadoune’s practice is di(erent by virtue of his being a part of the city, an insider 
who initiates a process of empowerment and unmediated cooperation aimed at a comprehensive 
urban vision. Dadoune enables these youths to experience themselves as the #lm’s protagonists, 
while he himself momentarily disappears behind the scenes. $e physical work in the yoga and 
dance workshops he initiated enables the participants to open up to an enriching energetic process 
devoid of hierarchies intended to expose the voice of the periphery and launch rehabilitation 
processes from within the place.

13.  $e #lm Chanti is centered on a violent male ritual conversing with macho initiation rites 
prevalent in Israeli military culture, o%en involving humiliation and radical stretching of the limits 
of physical ability.

14.  Gideon Ofrat, “Ruins, Wreckage, Destruction,” cat. Ruins Revisited: !e Image of the Ruin in Israel 
1803-2003 (Tel Aviv: Time for Art – Israeli Art Center, 2003), pp. 76-77 [Hebrew]. 

15.  See Shani Bar-On’s essay in this book.
16.  See the project’s program in this book.

A Walk in the Desert

Shani Bar-On

Art is usually concerned with the “beautiful” or, alternatively, the exotic, 
always de#ned from the perspective of the center. Yosef-Joseph Dadoune’s 
“Ofakim Project” is subversive in this respect—going to a physically, 
economically, and socially di!cult place; a place where it requires great e(ort 
to identify the sparks of Creation, where hopes need to be exposed, where 
fantasy is almost natural. His alternative artistic journey embodies a physical, 
economic, and social—hence cultural—alternative which respects primeval 
natural, but also human impulses and routine needs. His work o(ers a rare 
glimpse into all of these.

$us, for example, In the Desert is a depressing work, featuring the burial 
of two living trees in the desert. At the same time, however, it indicates that 
desert life does not have to be buried, although such burial is routinely 
engineered by planners, contractors, and politicians. In another work, 
Phoenix, the hope of connecting to the place in its pristine form clings to an 
acacia tree which stands for the primordial majesty of the wilderness, but the 
potential bond is severed by a crane-truck and the person chained to it. $e 
severing is even more direct and blatant in Horizon Fragments: neglect is all 
around; the yearned for horizons (Heb. ofakim, as the town’s name) appear 
fragmented due to the desolation and ugliness, but nevertheless o(er a life: 
horses, paintings. Is the horizon still visible? It seems so.

$e horizon requires clari#cation and confrontation—of the ugliness 
resulting from the excessive engineering embodied by housing blocks and 
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1.  In the immigration waves of the 1980s and 1990s, newcomers from the FSU and Ethiopia were also 
settled in Ofakim.

2.  Zvi Efrat, !e Israeli Project: Building and Architecture, 1948-1973 (Tel Aviv Museum of Art, 2004), 
p. 29 [Hebrew].

3.  $e most direct expression of this “horror vacui” may be found in David Ben-Gurion’s words, as 
quoted by Efrat, ibid., p. 781: “If you look on the map, you will see lots of empty places in the 
South; nothing terri#es me more than this emptiness.”

4.  An abbreviation of Ofakim-Argentina, the investors’ country of origin.
5.  In his studies, Zvi Efrat elaborated on the vision of the “factory towns” of the 1950s and their bleak 

situation today; op. cit., n. 2.
6.  Zali Gurevitch and Gideon Aran, Al Hamakom (About Place: Israeli Anthropology) (Tel Aviv: Am 

Oved, 1992), p. 11 [Hebrew].
7.  London’s Showroom gallery, for instance, promotes educational projects in collaboration with 

artists, writers, and neighborhood residents, much like the Israeli Kav 16 Gallery in southern Tel 
Aviv. Petach Tikva Museum of Art has also, in recent years, initiated diverse activities involving the 
local community, underscoring tolerance and multiculturalism. In 2010, the Museum’s education 
department—consisting of respected artists—held a summer workshop for children of refugees 
and migrant laborers in collaboration with the Mesila organization, and initiated activities for 
immigrants from Ethiopia, together with the Midrasha School of Art and the Ner Etzion school, 
focusing on the politics of identity and exposure of the artistic and cultural idiosyncrasies of 
this community.

8.  Several examples: In the beginning of the 1980s artist Tim Rollins began collaborating with a 
group of high school students at risk from the Bronx self-named K.O.S. (Kids of Survival), whom 
he met in his capacity as an art teacher. $is collaboration spawned a practice of collective art 
based on reading and interpretation of texts whose outcomes were exposed, among others, at the 
Whitney Biennial, New York, the Venice Biennale, and the Documenta in Kassel, Germany. In the 
year 2000, Edi Rama, an artist and the mayor of Tirana, Albania, in collaboration with artist Anri 
Sala, launched a successful project intended to improve the city’s appearance and rehabilitate the 
citizens’ trust, vis-à-vis the chaos in the Albanian capital a%er the fall of the communist regime. 
Puerto Rican artist Chemi Rosado Seijo, exhibiting alongside Dadoune in the current cluster of 
exhibitions “Art-Society-Community” at the Museum, worked with the residents of the El Cerro 
barrio south of San Juan, painting all the village houses in diverse shades of green, in homage to its 
spontaneous-vernacular architecture, creating a topography that assimilated in the local landscape 
while forming a giant painting, which became a local source of pride and a tourist attraction. 

Another artist participating in the current exhibition cluster, Czech Kate+ina "edá, activated the 
inhabitants of three villages over a year-long period in a type of game which gives meaning to 
their lives. Street artist J.R. creates monumental portrait photographs of anonymous #gures in the 
streets of cities and suburbs the world over (Paris, Rio, Tel Aviv) which he mounted on buildings 
or dilapidated bridges in Africa. In Israel he presented titanic portraits of Israelis and Palestinians, 
which he hung (illegally) on either side of the Separation Wall in eight Israeli and Palestinian cities 
along the separation route (Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Ramallah, etc.). $e Jerusalem Muslala group 
and the Self-Broadcasting Authority group (also participating in the current cluster) are working 
toward creating an artistic space as a tool for social change along the border between East and 
West Jerusalem.

9.  In fact, Dadoune’s second #lm, Chanti, refers with a certain measure of realism to the idea of 
the shanty town—improvised dwellings made of scrap metal on city outskirts, su(ering from 
poor sanitation and chronic unemployment. Already in that #lm, Ofakim was perceived as a 
type of shanty town, as Dadoune juxtaposed depictions of the open desert landscape with hints 
of destruction and ravage; for an elaboration, see my essay “Desert Margins,” cat. Yosef-Joseph 
Dadoune: Sion, A Cinematic Trilogy (Petach Tikva Museum of Art, 2007), pp. 11-12, 15-17. 

10.  $e Merhavim cinema operated for only a decade, between the 1960s and the 1970s.
11.  In this I refer to the avant-garde cinema created in Leningrad/St. Petersburg in the 1980s, which 

from one’s point of view today o(ers a powerful expression of the apocalyptic disintegration in 
pre-post-Soviet Russia before and immediately a%er the Chernobyl disaster. $e appellation 
“necrorealism” was coined by theoretician Viktor Mazin in reference to Yevgeny Yu#t’s #lms, 
among them Vesna (Spring, 1985)—a black-and-white 16mm manifesto focusing on the corpse 
of the Soviet machine under the mercies of a post-ideological society where people are cast back 
into a spiritual and moral chaos of social cannibalism. Present-day Russia under Putin seems 
to be an embodiment of this horri#c vision which #lls Yu#t’s frame with a (nuclear) cloud and 
beastly terror.

12.  In the chronicles of communal-artistic activity in Ofakim, one should mention local sculptor, 
Haim Tedgi, who taught art in the youth clubs and residential blocks with the municipality’s 
encouragement, and subsequently founded and directed the Ofakim Art Center. Artist David 
Wakstein also operated in Ofakim as part of the Art Stations he set up in several periphery towns. 
Consisting of master classes for children and youth instructed by Bezalel students, his activity 
was largely based on the model of the “great master” who introduces the ideas and images and 
includes the students in implementing them, while the latter nourish his own art work, becoming 
a part of it. According to this model, the artist is situated at the top of the artistic pyramid, while 
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with architects Zvi Efrat, Meira Kowalsky, and Dan Hasson, and the local 
entrepreneur Yitzhak Krispel, is based on inversion of the di(erentiation 
principle, introducing a fundamental combination of business activity, social 
entrepreneurship, and cultural creation, and in its striving for a uni#cation 
of forces between the local inhabitants and the members of the neighboring 
kibbutzim and moshavim. $is vision proposes a cultural center which di(ers 
fundamentally from any known typology such as the kibbutz culture center 
(Beit Haam), the municipal gallery, or the culture, youth, and sports center 
(matnas), which duplicate given, shelved architectural matrices waiting to be 
“dropped” into various periphery towns regardless of all local idiosyncrasy.

Rehabilitation of the Of-Ar building, planned in the 1960s by architects 
Rudolf Reuven Trostler and Yitzhak Rapoport, crosses the old, semi-ruined 
structure with the social and natural space to create a uni#ed setting which 
supports diversi#ed activity. $is act, the initiators believe, could lever urban 
renewal and contribute to the positive placement of Ofakim. $e “cultural 
hothouse”16 reuses the building without destroying, renovating or rebuilding 
it. It leaves the building as is, stripped of its roof, as a multipurpose culture 
compound attentive to its surroundings, to the various populations 
comprising it, and the cultural di(erence, following the principles of 
sustainability. $is approach, which may o(er a creative solution to other 
peripheries as well, is tantamount to a recti#cation (tikkun) of the wrongs 
of the melting pot perception, yet one which does not fall into the pit of 
“separation” and subordination, and does not erase the past on its way to 
constitute a new reality. $e cross between an urban ruin and a lively interior, 
between an old structure and the aforementioned “new nature,” between 
open and closed spaces would produce a platform for unusual relations 
between culture, leisure, employment, and business, based on recognition 
in the ability of art and architecture to in'uence social life. As a containing, 

multi-cultural alternative to the kibbutz seclusion, the renewed Of-Ar (if and 
when implemented) would form an architectural icon for the city of Ofakim, 
a 'ag-project which will enable its citizens to take an active part in cultural 
activity and contribute to the dynamic shaping of Israeli society.

Epilogue: Home

In the end comes the phase of retraction (tsimtsum)—indrawing, away from 
engagement with the city, the community, and the circles of entrepreneurship, 
into the place to which Dadoune strives to arrive at the end of the day: home, 
his home. $e utopian project Home (2011), a home in the desert—a towering 
black cube, three stories high, located on the border between Ofakim and the 
open desert expanses—was created in collaboration with architect Doron von 
Beider. $e poetical black cube turns its back on the peripheral apartment 
block imprisoned by rows of identical, nondescript houses, mocking the 
“Build Your Own Home” (Bne Beitkha) trend whose unconscious modularity 
took over entire neighborhoods throughout Ofakim. $e residential home 
shaped as a black cube—almost entirely impervious to the outside, save two 
strips of light in the walls and two light shutters in the ceiling, like a telescope 
looking toward in#nity, past, and history—epitomizes Dadoune’s work. $e 
black cube contains hints of the Kaaba stone with its sanctity and purifying 
force, and it rests like a silent, dark primordial shrine underlain by a water 
pit, a biblical tunnel or a ritual bath. $e black cube, with its emptiness and 
the measured strips of light that penetrate it and are emanated therefrom, is 
also a provocative statement about the architecture of bare concrete. With 
the tree planted at its heart, towering to its full height, it is akin to an oasis 
for body and soul, a hideout, a refuge, and a ceremonial site for rituals of 
mourning and creation from one end of the world to the other.
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employees—participate in diverse enrichment workshops: yoga, dance, 
cinema, hiking in the Negev, visits to museums, and acting lessons taught 
by actress Evelin Hagoel. Some of the young participants have already 
been cast by Dadoune as actors in his video Ofakim (2010) which, with the 
“photo-realistic” still photographs accompanying it, outlines a social portrait 
alluding to Gustave Courbet’s critical work in Paris in the 19th century. As 
a painter-laborer in the spirit of the Revolution, Courbet endeavored to 
give a voice, a face, and a platform to plain folk, who were presented in his 
paintings on a scale theretofore exclusively reserved for heroic themes.

In Dadoune’s #lm, the youth of Ofakim stand in “freeze” positions in the 
semi-ruined interior of the Of-Ar factory, as if they were standing at attention 
in memory of its running days. In the middle lies a military missile reminiscent 
of the threat constantly looming over Ofakim and the area, and its being a city 
imprisoned between training camps and military #re zones. Subsequently, the 
adolescents carry the missile on their shoulders as if it were a co!n in a silent 
procession, marching without any clear purpose between the city’s apartment 
blocks and the verdant #eld of the kibbutzim, which o(er a sharp contrast to 
the gray cityscapes and the desert sands. $e walk in the desert sketches an 
imaginary line on the soil, like the stone lines created by Richard Long (A Line 
in Ireland, 1974), but the young people here create the line not from stones, 
but with their bodies. $e Sisyphean procession raises questions about the 
relationship between the individual and the group, with the young bunch 
invoking the cooperative spirit prevalent in the early days of settlement, while 
at the same time triggering military hazing.13 In this #lm, Dadoune establishes 
a symbolic community which embodies the historical drama that began with 
wandering in the desert and ended with settlement and estates, clinging to the 
land. $e biblical story is reconstructed here as a (human rather than divine) 
promise unful#lled. At the climax of this elusive settling quest, the young 

members of the group set #re, possibly hinting at the promise which later along 
the way dissolved into nothingness like a vision or a mirage in the desert, as a 
metaphor for Ofakim’s desperate state. $e divine command “go forth [from 
your country]”—to wit: uproot yourself from the place and from your home 
and wander to another place, abstract yet bearing a promise for land, a place, 
and a share in the resources of the land—is revealed as hopeless in the #lm. $e 
vision of the positivist tradition of a rooted a!nity with the land and culture is 
unful#lled in the explosive reality enacted by this mute theatrical group, in the 
tangled drama of an ingathering of the exiles in the desert.

New Horizons in Ofakim

In his essay about the ruin as an icon in local landscape paintings, Gideon Ofrat 
maps di(erent approaches to the image of the ruin—from the picturesque 
approach originating in European romanticism, which #nds aesthetic pleasure 
in the ruin; through the metaphysical-catastrophic approach which binds 
the ruined landscape with the destruction of the Jewish people; to critical 
observation of the ruins le% by the 1948 war, which mark the act of destruction 
and erasure of Arab villages. Ofrat indicates the link between these ruins and 
the spreading of national parks throughout the country, as well as between the 
archaeological urge to dig and bring to the surface the traces of the ancient past 
while transforming the archaeological ruin into “lo%y Zionist nature,” and the 
repression of the ruins of the recent past.14 $e Of-Ar factory, whose planning 
and construction were associated with conscious di(erentiation between local 
workers and others,15 is not a trace of destruction and erasure of the other. 
It does, however, conceal the principle of di(erentiation at the core of the 
Zionist vision and its dissolution as being a victim of the national back-turning 
at the frontier. $e miniscule utopia created by Dadoune in collaboration 
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What is the purpose of this climb? Does the artist wish to measure the tree’s 
height through the scale of his own body or simply converse with the tree at 
its top?

Either way, the act appears wholly far-fetched, thereby turning arrows 
of irony toward the artistic act as well. Dadoune “talks with the acacia 
(Heb. shita)”—the primordial tree, but he also converses with the system 
(Heb. shita). What system? $e political order, the local council, municipal 
o!cials—the system which enables him, whether enthusiastically or with an 
indi(erent shrug, to return to Ofakim and operate in it as an artist “su(ering” 
from social-spiritual pretense. $e title of the works, Phoenix, implies yet 
another direction: the artist as the legendary bird, rising from the ashes of 
the urban space and returning to “talk with nature”—if only a disempowered, 
domesticated, even ridiculed nature. From this perspective Dadoune’s video 
acts appear like humorous statements about the work of art. $is humor, 
however, is underlain not only by irony, but also by gravity, namely the faith 
in art’s power to be an analogical means to change the world and the belief 
that the artist can go on operating, like the phoenix.

If in Phoenix Dadoune is busy with a symbolic attempt to converse with 
desert 'ora, in his #lm Desert (2009) he goes deeper, so to speak, and buries 
trees in the ground. A giant crane gapes a hole in the desert earth, hiding in it, 
one by one, the identifying landmarks of the Zionist enterprise of conquering 
the wilderness: a palm tree and a cypress tree. At the end of the burial 
ceremony the crane drops two large concrete cubes on the fresh mound, 
sealing the land’s conquest. $e biblical mound, signifying a pact between 
man and God (makom, which also denotes place in Hebrew), transforms into 
a gravestone and a memorial for the Zionist ethos and Israeli modernism. 
$is act of burial, under notions such as conquest of labor and redemption 
of the land, also refers, with bitter irony, to the burial of those settlers who 

were cast into the frontier regions in the name of the “robe of concrete and 
cement” vision of settling the Negev and became pioneers against their will, 
a-priori ascribed to the social margins.

$e burial of the trees, as opposed to planting as striking a root in the 
homeland, is yet another expression of the failure of the Zionist melting 
pot, which dreamt of a “production line” of citizens devoid of a past, while 
ignoring ethnic di(erences and class gaps. Concurrently, it also alludes 
to 1960s earth art and another conceptual burial (of truth) by American 
sculptor Walter de Maria, who in Documenta VI in Kassel (1977) drilled a 
hole, one kilometer deep, introducing therein a solid brass rod of the same 
length (!e Vertical Earth Kilometer). $e futility of his act, which cost 
300,000 dollars and was paid by an American fund whose money was earned 
drilling oil, warned against the problematic nature of art-money-government 
relations. Since Dadoune’s hole was dug on the borderline between di(erent 
#elds of center and periphery, the burial in the ground may be read in the 
spirit of artistic acts initiated in Israel in the 1970s, especially that of Micha 
Ullman as part of the Metser-Messer Project in 1972: digging holes and 
switching soil between the eponymous Jewish kibbutz and neighboring Arab 
village. Dadoune expands the issue of ownership and territory to explore the 
“subterranean” strata of the place, in protest against erasure of the primeval 
order of the desert in favor of the reign of concrete and insensitive settlement.

!e New Cooperative

Dadoune’s activity in Ofakim includes a comprehensive plan to empower 
youth and strengthen their a!liation to the place.12 Youngsters—third 
generation of immigrants from North Africa and India and second 
generation of immigrants from the FSU, some the children of Of-Ar 
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near-ritual states, where the self is that of the artist (and his counterparts) 
who is likened to a victim, an outcast son, an eternal outsider. Such a reading 
presents Dadoune’s work as a vehicle with which to seek meaning on the line 
between life and death, for the act of sacri#ce (for someone or something) 
infuses death with a mythical, tribal-collective, or private-existential 
“meaning.” On this level of iconographical reading too, the transition from 
images of corpses to a real cadaver in the form of the deserted factory and 
ruined cinema involves a shi% from the mythical arena to the reality of the 
social sphere. $e victim, cast in the wilderness like a bleeding wound is 
Ofakim itself, and its sons and daughters, who, like the corpse of the deserted 
plant, were le% to rot in the sun. It is the civilian body which the Israeli 
settlement enterprise failed to keep alive in the Negev, and its disintegrating 
end calls to mind Russian Necrorealism which feasted on the degenerate 
body of the limping Soviet machine.11 $e corpses in Dadoune’s recent #lms, 
as in the necrorealistic #lms, represent desistence—the ruin of the Of-Ar 
factory attests to failure, not only of Ofakim as a city, but also of the vision of 
settling the Negev. But Dadoune does not settle for indication of this cadaver. 
In his new cycle of works he opens the door to a new horizon, an outcome of 
the transition to the here-and-now of the community.

If the desert per se was the master-image of the #lms Sion and 
Universes—desert in the symbolical and metaphysical sense—then it is now 
replaced by Ofakim. It is from that city that Dadoune repeatedly departs to 
the desert, and to which he returns to observe it and work in it. $e corpses 
of deer and the body crouching on all fours like a wild animal, wallowing in 
the desert soil against the backdrop of Sodom, the biblical town of sin, are 
replaced by the industrial corpse with which Dadoune now reconciles in a 
socio-political process, endeavoring to make it a home. He returns from the 
realms of the sublime to the concrete town abandoned in the battle#eld by 

the Zionist Project, before it slips for good between our #ngers and becomes 
a complete myth.

!e Tale of a Tree

In Dadoune’s early work the corpse is, as aforesaid, a victim, and as such, it 
exists in the symbolical sphere. It indicates the individual (the artist and his 
counterparts) as society’s “other,” as one who is rejected by the consensus on 
the one hand, but also as one whose very deviation from the boundaries of 
taboo may o(er society something at once old and new. In Dadoune’s new 
works, the corpse is already a part of society, a testimony to or a monument 
for an economic crisis (the factory) or a lost cultural vitality (cinema). In 
this sense, the cadaver in Horizon Fragments deviates from the realms of the 
icon; it is no longer a ritual object in an exorcism, but rather the motivation 
for social action spawned in the encounter with art. At the same time, many 
modes of expression have survived the change in Dadoune’s artistic language, 
and the two channels of the video work shot in Ofakim in 2010, Phoenix, 
interestingly exemplify this. $e #rst features channel features Dadoune, 
harnessed and suspended horizontally above a solitary wild 'ower peeping 
from a fold in the earth. His face is expressionless, laconic like the situation 
itself: a man hung horizontally over a 'ower. In the second channel the 
static camera delimits a wide frame spanning an empty lot on the outskirts 
of the city against the backdrop of its ugly houses, and in the middle—a 
monumental acacia tree. $e hydraulic arm of a large crane slowly li%s 
Dadoune to the treetop, leaving him there, suspended between heaven and 
earth. $e small “hovering” human #gure vis-à-vis the tree solidly planted in 
the soil of the place generates a powerful, amusing image, capturing the #ne 
irony concealed in Dadoune’s works under the guise of pathos and drama. 
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What !ere Is

Generally speaking, “what there is” is more important now than “what was 
once”: Dadoune’s current works outline a process of development whose 
essence is underlain by a transition from a dramatic world of mytho-poetic 
images which draw on the precedents of the past, to a grave, visual language 
and a direct and painfully sober gaze at recent history and current politics. 
Today, Dadoune focuses on the concrete “home” (Ofakim). He converts the 
formal tension between images which characterized works such as Sion, 
with a perpendicular movement and the static, lifeless, horizontal desert 
landscape, with clusters of concrete gazes. $e series of short #lms Horizon 
Fragments (2009) consists of slow observation of fragments of frames 
as if they were sections of a painting over which the eye passes. Dadoune 
juxtaposes raw materials: plowed #elds of the kibbutzim in the area, herds 
grazing in the open #elds outside Ofakim, factories and warehouses seen 
through the window of a car driving by the industrial zone, the orphaned 
deserted interiors of the Of-Ar factory and the adjacent Merhavim cinema. 
All these were present in his earlier works, but now they are no longer 
signi#ed as yet another archetypal landscape, but rather remain as the eye 
sees them, bare, dusty, dead factories, breached ruins populated by squatters 
(Bedouins, horses, crows) which use them for chance loitering or to feast 
on the blood. Ofakim is revealed as a ghost town where time has frozen. 
Momentarily it seems as though one may breathe life into the cobweb blanket 
covering the cinematic body, perhaps as in Giuseppe Tornatore’s nostalgic 
version (Cinema Paradiso, 1989), but reality soon proves us wrong. In Israel 
of the early 21st century, the doors of the only cinema in town apparently 
closed for good.10

Formally speaking, the suspended, slow, almost passive gaze, familiar 
from Dadoune’s early #lms, is sustained here. In those early works, however, 
Dadoune #lled the void with a choreography and a pathos-#lled momentum 
of body and face in the #gure of actress Ronit Elkabetz and her grand 
garments, scorched in the eye against the barren desert. Now, the camera’s 
eye remains wide open, o%en very close to the ground, being #lled, almost 
by itself, with whatever enters its scope. $ere is a movement of acceptance, 
reconciliation, and containment here, when Dadoune reduces both the 
human presence captured in his lens and his own presence as a director. 
He surrenders himself to an empty gaze or a stare, having prepared the 
ground for this devotion by a minimal range of basic decisions (camera 
position, frame width). While this gaze is conscious of its location in relation 
to its object or the speci#c site, it nevertheless comes there “empty” of the 
determination to document something speci#c, letting “what there is” take 
place—or not—and be captured on #lm. Instead of the pathos and drama, 
we get the near nothingness of the unmediated material reality. Instead of a 
conjured up fantasy or a myth hiding amid the folds of a sun-beaten soil, we 
are served a landscape which is no longer heroic, but conveyed in a language 
of cold and detached topographical investigation. Like the sequestered 
wastelands of Californian Lewis Baltz, Dadoune captures the borderland 
between wilderness and settlement via deliberate, almost expressionless anti-
aesthetics as if it were the #nding of a consciousness scanner.

A Gaze at the Cadaver

Dadoune’s early body of work is rife with symbolism of corpses and sacri#ce 
victims (dead sheep, goats, deer heads), images of 'esh worn like a garment 
on his own body, ritual sites in nature (Mt. Meron, Safed), and performative 
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Rising from the Dead

Dadoune’s early works—photographs, performances, sound works, videos, 
and #lms such as Universes (2000-03), Chanti (2005-06), and Sion (2002-07), 
featured in the comprehensive exhibition “Sion: A Cinematic Trilogy” at 
Petach Tikva Museum of Art (2007, curator: Drorit Gur Arie)—have made 
him a signi#cant voice in a group of young Israeli artists engaging with the 
tension between sacred and profane, the spiritual and the corporeal, East and 
West. Dadoune’s rituals of lamentation and healing (tikkun)—comprising 
images of spiritual passion and bodily abjection, birth and destruction, exile 
and redemption, in historical and mythical contexts—o(ered the viewer 
an inconceivable blend of religious symbolism and the materiality of 'esh 
and death, of action and passivity, of “empty,” static desert shots and stormy 
human-beastly acts. Most of his images were taken in Ofakim and the area 
via a simple, almost skeletal procedure: positioning the camera facing a 
desert landscape, opening the eye to the “void”, and suspending the viewer’s 
gaze at it. A retinal sheet of sorts is thus stretched over the viewer’s eyes, a 
white fabric which allows the static images to 'oat thereon in long, slow 
scenes occasionally cut by sequences of action and motion: a herd of sheep 
or a camel caravan crossing the frame, into which Dadoune casts his solitary 
#gures. $e pensive sentiment, so unIsraeli in its temperament and pace, 
echoes as homage to the great forefathers of the cinema, especially Soviet 
cinema (the Russian Andrei Tarkovsky, the Armenian Sergei Parajanov). It 
was an attempt to answer the question positively whether one may create 
art in Israel which draws on cultural and spiritual sources from the past, yet 
adapts itself to a visual language congruent with “desert time.”

In this context, Dadoune’s work is nourished by an a!nity with another 
historical precedent, a local one this time, since his earlier project explores 

questions asked by artists associated with the Canaanite movement, and 
before them—also by the Bezalel artists of the early 20th century. Both groups 
confronted a Jewish artistic tradition whose visual modes of expression were 
relatively poor. $e quest for sources from which to extract materials for the 
national renewal enterprise led them to construct a fantasy about an ancient 
origin (or origins). $e (nonformulated) Canaanite proposal introduced an 
ambitious match between modernist values of progress and avant-garde, and 
(borrowed? invented?) images of an archaic-mythical past. Itzhak Danziger, 
Kosso Eloul, Ahiam, and other “Canaanites” related to the entire Middle 
East in a cross-national manner, o(ering an answer to the tension between 
the renewed national-Jewish identity and the real space they endeavored to 
populate, replacing “Israelite” or “Hebraic” with “Canaanite.” Unlike the New 
Horizons artists, many of whom skipped the actual ruin resulting from the 
1948 war, the Canaanites addressed the struggle and endeavored to paint an 
archetypal past shared by all of the inhabitants of the land. $ey tried to draw 
from a deep well which would, somehow, enable overcoming the division 
inevitably involved in national de#nition and would support an identity 
which reconciles contradictions. 

By the same token, the images of Sion and its rituals in Dadoune’s #lms 
are, inter alia, akin to a conjuring up, an extracting from the deep waters 
of the Jewish-Hebraic archetype world. $e near-pagan sacri#cial images 
in many of his early works, however, call to mind the Canaanite sentiment. 
Dadoune’s recent works, on the other hand, mark a process of drawing nearer 
to the actual reality, as re'ected in his forlorn peripheral town.9 Dadoune 
forsakes the primeval biblical realms, moving from the past to the present, 
from the mythical and tribal to the historical, communal, and political.
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that it will not remain a “voice crying in the wilderness.”
In an essay discussing the attempt to “be” in a place and strike real roots 

in it, vis-à-vis the schizophrenia of the Israeli and Jewish place (makom) and 
against the backdrop of historical ri%s and inner contradictions between 
exile and ownership, religion and state, Judaism and Israeliness, Jews and 
Palestinians, Zali Gurevitch and Gideon Aran stress: “A place is a given and 
a creation; one cannot do without it, yet it is dependent on construction, not 
only in the physical sense—[…] a home, a city, a country […]—but also in 
the cultural sense—text, myth, history, ethos, border. […] $e socio-cultural 
notion—the discourse of the place and its vernacular, which are bound 
up in interrelations and by context—[…] de#nes a piece of land, a spot, a 
landscape, or some structure. […] A place is set up and located among 
people, amid concepts.”6 $e closed factories and the myriad ruins tackled 
by Dadoune in his work do not form a romantic-melancholic backdrop for 
yet another #lm like Michelangelo Antonioni’s Red Desert (1964), but rather 
a “place” in the physical and theoretical sense, an urgent call to introduce an 
agenda which will breach the boundaries of the periphery—periphery in the 
geographical sense, but also in political and human senses. His #lms peruse 
the Zionist rhetoric of “conquering the desert” and “settling the frontier,” 
which entailed the subjugation of the desert and gave rise to the towns and 
cities randomly established in the 1950s. $e cycle of works Ofakim is a 
decisive attempt to present that which is far-removed from the nucleus of 
Israeli culture by means of a fresh gaze at frustrated aspirations and hopes 
that were trampled under the wheels of a hopeless experiment with human 
beings. $is contemplation is well deserved since Ofakim is a case study of 
Israeliness past and present, a microcosm #xed in our consciousness as a 
remote place “out in the sticks,” which nevertheless carries the potential for 
re-weaving new horizons.

In recent decades, more and more artists have been involved in 
artistic-communal activity which blurs the boundaries between art and 
life, encouraging social activism. $is tendency originates in the multi-
participant projects initiated by the US government during the Great 
Depression (Federal Art Project), mainly intended to supply work for 
unemployed artists, but also to promote an all-American solidarity by means 
of collaboration and recognition of regional art practices. $e participants 
of the Federal Art Project gave art lessons and included the members of the 
community in the creation of monumental murals; the current incarnations 
of their activity are discernible in public display spaces in slum districts, 
which perceive their major role as advancing a dialogue between artists 
and the community.7 Artists initiate the rehabilitation of building façades 
on run-down neighborhoods, presenting portraits of “nameless” people 
from the suburbs on buildings and bridges which thus become a giant 
outdoor museum, instructing local residents in activities to empower and 
lever the community, giving voice and platform to excluded populations, 
and expanding artistic creation beyond its hegemonic realms, in a political 
act which brings the place up in the world.8 Dadoune’s work in Ofakim is 
a one-artist guerilla commando, leaving documented marks in the #eld. 
At the same time, in the spirit of the tendency reviewed above, it is also a 
carefully planned strategy which intervenes in the communal everyday via 
local activities of education and enrichment, while interweaving the local 
occurrence within the networks of the hegemonic center by exposing the 
ongoings there for all to see and recruiting high ranking o!cials to promote 
this cause.
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emergence ex nihilo of an ideological projection at all costs—turned out to be 
a symptom of “horror vacui,” forced in order to #ll and nationalize landscapes 
out of blindness to geographical, climatic, and cultural di(erences.3 Ofakim 
was established in 1955 without suitable employment, education, and health 
infrastructures, and its residents experienced humiliating economic distress. 
Its industrialization in the 1960s brought about temporary relief in the 
residents’ lives, who could make a living in the textile plants erected around 
it by government initiative, among them Of-Ar (1961),4 which Dadoune has 
repeatedly visited in his work. $e factory’s closing in 1988 and the collapse 
of the other local factories, one by one, re'ect the erasure of the city from the 
map of national commitment. Ofakim, where wages are among the lowest in 
the country, sank into oblivion and has since known hard times.

A Beacon in the Desert

In the past twelve years, Dadoune’s work has emerged from and alluded to 
Ofakim: he documents the abandoned buildings in the city, delves into the 
neglect and degeneration le% in its body by the vision of industrialization, 
maps out the desert on which it borders, photographs the vast void and the 
blinding light, conceives of symbolical tikkun rituals in the arid landscape, 
gathers military le%overs, and even conjures up the hidden shadow of its 
uninvited occupants, the local Bedouins, who draw on the walls of its ruins. 
Dadoune produces #lms, collects archival materials, initiates guided tours for 
public representatives, academicians, and cultural #gures, invites journalists, 
and tries to convince as many as possible to reserve an hour and a half for a 
visit to this forlorn desert town. He goes from door to door, attempting to 
set a new social order in motion in Ofakim, where he returned in 2008 in 
search of a multicultural space not alienated to its origins and not limited 

to the boundaries outlined by the hegemonic center. His work is carried out 
in multiple channels: artistic practice, an empowerment project for youth, 
initiation of pedagogical programs (e.g., a research semester for students 
of architecture-related #elds intended to spawn proposals for rehabilitation 
of buildings in the city, in collaboration with Yitzhak Krispel, a local social 
activist, and Zvi Efrat, former head of the Department of Architecture at the 
Bezalel Academy of Art and Design).5

$e crowning glory of this extensive activity is the Of-Ar Project, 
which explores the environmental potential inherent in the deserted, 
monumental building of the Of-Ar factory intended to be transformed into 
a new type of community center, a “cultural hothouse.” Having outlined 
an initial conceptual program for the project, Dadoune harnessed Yitzhak 
Krispel and Efrat-Kowalsky Architects for the tasks of development and 
practical planning. $e results of this collaboration between an artist, a 
local entrepreneur, and architects are clearly discernible in the functional-
visionary program they formulated and in the model of the renewing factory 
presented in the exhibition, awaiting an executor who will #nd it inspiring 
and accept the challenge.

Dadoune invests time and energy, perhaps against all odds, to activate 
municipal and state systems, so that they may work toward delivering Ofakim 
from its status as a “non-place place” and to obtain the resources required for 
a comprehensive process of change. One climax of this activity was a special 
event, centered on the screening of the #lm Ofakim (2010), which Dadoune 
created in collaboration with youth. $e gathering took place in a cave east 
of the Ottoman Patish citadel. $is exterritorial event, outside the white cube 
of the museum institution and the architectural standards of cultural centers, 
was honored with the presence of the Ofakim mayor, entrepreneurs, art and 
other culture #gures, and members of the community. One can only hope 
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One should start with seeing, or rather not seeing, even blindness. In her 
work To See the Sea exhibited in Istanbul in 2011, Sophie Calle invited some 
of the poor inhabitants of this megalopolis, those who cannot even a(ord 
a simple ride to the other end of the city, to see the sea. Calle videotapes 
the lucky ones chosen to get their #rst glimpse of the sea with their backs to 
us, in a manner which does not give away their excitement. Finally, having 
calmed down a little, they turn to her camera and their faces say it all. $e 
entire event takes place in the Kadiköy neighborhood—mythically dubbed 
“the city of the blind”—on the Asian, Eastern, denigrated side of Istanbul, in 
an area where Byzantium once stood.

Yosef-Joseph Dadoune too addresses sight—or, to be more accurate, 
eclipse—once again, in the context of a city. He goes to the desert, to his 
childhood realms and current hometown Ofakim, which sank in the golden 
dunes, well versed in disappointment. As indicated in Shani Bar-On’s essay 
in this book, Ofakim is a traumatic creation of Zionism, one of the instant 
towns that emerged in the area during the state’s nascent days, the product 
of “social engineering” which cast thousands of immigrants from North 
Africa and India into the dead wilderness, o%en against their will.1 $e 
manner in which the development towns were constructed—”a violent act 
of hybridization by the state’s Blitz architecture,” as noted by Zvi Efrat in his 
book, !e Israeli Project2—doomed them to a death foretold. $e “tower and 
stockade” principle innate to every town and city of the Israeli project—an 
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